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MUSKETEERS CLASH WITH HOYAS TODAY 
President To Sodalists Will Be Inducted 
· Report Soon 
FundDrivestatementToBe At Solemn Mass Wednesday 
Made In January Of '42 
Foe's Record Fails 
To Awe Muskies 
Georgetown Tackles Are 
Defensive Mainstays 
A report on the Centennial 
Scholarship Endowment Fund, 
inaugurated last . fall in connec-
tion with Xavier's dual anniver-
sary celebration, is being pre-
pared for publication in Janu-
ary, 1942, according to an an-
FATHER, S 0 NS M Q'B · ANNUAL EDITOR 
HOLD DINNER s~r. nen NAMES STAFF 
DE c EMBER 17 w 111 Preach OF 'MUSKETEER' 
Facing what will probably 
prove to be their acid test of the 
1941 gridiron campaign, the Xa-
vier Musketeers today bring 
down the curtain on their ten 
game grid show in a seasonal 
nouncement this week by Presi- The first Father-Sons dinner 
dent Celestin J. Steiner, S. J. of the year will be held in the 
At Reception 
While not disclosing the total Students' Union House, Wednes- 140 Students Will Be Receiv-
amount of the contributions to day evening, December 17, from 
date, Father Steiner indicated 5:30 to 7:00, Rev. Laurenqe J. 
that the report will be most Lynch, S. J., Dad's Club moder-
ed At Solemn Exercises 
gratifying to all persons interest- ator disclosed this week. The solemn reception of one 
ed ih the progress of the Univer- The supper will be served hundred and forty Xavier. stu-
sity. cafeteria style and will be foi- dents into the Sodality of the 
Honorary chairman of the lowed by a short business meet-
drive for funds is His Grace, ing of the Dads' Club. At the 
Most Rev. John T. McNicholas, dinner and subsequent meeting, 
o. P., Archbishop of Cincinnati. the dads will have the opportun-
The general chairman is Sir ity to become acquainted with 
Knight Charles F. Wiliams, Or- the friends of their sons, Father 
der of St. Gregory the Great. He Lynch announced. . 
is assisted by Eugene A. After the meeting the fathers 
O'Shaughnessy, chairman of Xa- and sons will attend the Xavier.-
vier Units, and Very Rev. Msgr. Oregon basketball game in the 
Edward J. Quinn, --chairman of fleldhouse; -Mr.' William F. Roll, 
parish units. President of the Dad's· Club, will 
The Alumni Association of the be in charge of the fathers' part 
in the program. Brian B. Flan-
University under its President, g h d f th x · · 1 a an1 ea o e av1er soc1a 
Micha~l A. Hellenthal, has work- committee, will make . the stu; 
ed through the class units in dent arrangements. 
raising its share of the fund. 
Av e r a g e contributions from 
alumni givers have been higher 
than those of contributions in 
many similar funds in other cit-
ies, Hellenthal said recently. 
XOMM ·Admits 
Eight Cadets 
MSGR. JAMES W. O'BRIEN 
finale here against Georgetown 
James A. Rentrop, editor of University's ferocious Hoyas. 
the Musketeer, revealed this Present at the Centennial 
week the names of the twenty- game in celebration of Xavier's 
four members of his ~earbook century of existence, should be 
staff. Al~ staff appointments the largest crowd to attend a 
have received the approval of Musketeer football clash since 
Rev. John J. Benson, S. J., dean of Corcoran Field's dedication in 
the college of liberal arts and 1928. Already having set a home 
sciences, and Mr. Cletus F. Hart- attendance record in the recent 
m..ann, S. J., moderator of the Dayton tilt, the Muskies antici-
Musketeer. pate playing before a packed 
As associate editors, Rentrop stadium. 
appointed Robert S. Brown, jun- The 1941 Musketeers will have 
ior class president, and William a splendid chance to bring to a 
C. Dierker, member of the Mer- close one of the greatest foot-
maid Tavern. ball seasons ever experienced in 
The business staff includes Xavier athletic annals. 'l'he com-
John P. Tallen and Robert F. petition ih this big game will be 
Mahler, while William P. Mul- provided by a fine squad of big-
·vaney and Jerome J. Holtkamp time· footballers under the cap-
will manage the photography. able leadership of Coach John 
Covering the sports will be: Hagerty who rates among the 
James L. Arata and Chester A. better grid mentors of the na-
Mutryn, foo~ball; Jack M. Tetens tion. 
and Robert J .. Kruer, basketball; 
and Alvin R. Lantz, intra-mur- Played In '41 Orange Bowl 
als. . Coach Hagerty has rebuilt his 
Other departments included: Blue-Gray forces after losing 
John B. Goettke, military; Law- several of the stars of his 1940 
rence E. Rinck, evening division; contingent. His team establish-
John A. Breslin, dormitory ac- ed such an impressive record 
tivities. William J. Schrimpf that it was chosen to play in the 
will take care of all matters Orange Bowl classic in Florida The Alumni intend to continue 
their fund raising appeal through 
the three-year pledge period un-
til every individual alumnus is 
reached, Hellenthal added. 
· · t th · ] last New Year's Day. The Hoyas Eight members of the ROTC Bessed Virgin will take place at pertammg o e semor c ass. 
d d X · I h f th · lost 14 to 7, being bested by the a vance course at av1er were a Solemn High Mass in St. Xa- n c arge o o er orgamza-
d · h h d · f th h 1 J h A Mississippi State Maroons in a presente wit t e re four- vier Church at 9:30 Wednesday, tions o e sc oo are o n . 
ragere of the Xavier Order of December 3. McClure, Joseph A. Sommer, closely contested battle. 
M. M · f R G B · Tl J Last year's Hoyas ranked 17th ilitary erit as part o the The most Rev. John T. Mc- oger . issmeyer, 10mas . 
h A P t G in the nation and this season's Basketball presentation ceremonies at the Nicholas, Archl:!ishop of Cincin- King, Jo n . e er, regory 
colorful Military Ball in the Hall (Continued on Page 'I) C. Gressel, Melvin· J. Jana, Har- squad has improved since the 
Xavier students wm· be ad- of Mirrors, November 14. ry D. Germann, and John G. start of the season when they 
The fourragere, worn on the left _____ ..,.________ Gordon. were upset by Virginia Military 
mitted to tomorrow night's r t't t d T 1 ft shoulder, is a mark of distinc- DON'T The Musketeerrstaff will hold ns 1 u e an emp e, a er 
game between the Musketeers tion awarded those students of a meeting sometime during the knocking off a powerful Missis-r.· · . 
and Twentieth Century Fox at military who are elevated to week of December 1. sippi team by a 16 to 6 count_,· · ·· · 
half price o;.1 presentation of membership in the XOMM for FQ RG ET The theme of last year's an- Georgetown has defeated Gec!ige 
f th Washington, Mary 1 an d;c .. :-'_at).d their passbooks. distinguished merit in the corps nual was "the -beginning o e ,. 
L-:::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=:=::=:::::~~_:(C.:.::o:n:ti:n=u=e=d:...:::.on::::._:p:a:g:e::_::5~)~~ ..... .., ________ ........... __ se_c_o_n_d~c_e_n_t_u_ry~_o_f~X_a_v_ie_r_._"~~~~~(C~o_n_ti_n_u_e_d~on~p_a_g_e~7_)~·~~~~'¥.·. 





Lou . Little, head coach at Co- athletic control, and Captain 
lumbia Univer.sity, will be the Boriny Washer. As in previous 
guest speaker for the annual years, the results of the e!ection 
for the 1942 team captam and 
football banquet to be held next the Legion of Honor awards will 
Wednesday night, December 4, be announced during the even-
at the Hotel Gibson Roof Gar- ing. 
. den. Little, former coach of Arrangements for the annual 
Georgetown U., combines foot- affair are being made by Messrs. 
ball with dentistry which pro- .Thomas J. Schmidt and Thomas 
fession he practices in his off- E. Wood, 'co-chairman of the 
months. banquet committee. The com-
Mr. Eugene A. O'Shaugnessy, mittee announced that the cost 
prominent Xavier alumni, will of the banquet is $2.00 per per-
serve as toastmaster for the ban- son and the public is invited. _ 
quet. Among the other speak- Special guests of the evening 
ers will be Coach Clem Crowe; are the members of the varsity 
Rev. Owen J. Englum, S. J., and freshman football teams and 
chairman of the faculty board of the varsity basketball team. 
-~. 
_,-· 
opens basketball season against 
Twentieth Century-Fox, A. A. U. 
champs, . Xavier Fieldhouse, 8:30 
P. M .... Traditionists meet, 9:30 
in Elet Hall. 
Monday, December 1: Student 
Council, 12:30 . . . Economics 
Club, 7:30 ... Mermaid Tavern, 
8:00. 
Tuesday, December 2: Holiday 
for Xavier students . . . Clef 
Club Rehearsal, Biology. Lobby, 
7:30 ... Reception of Sodalists, 
St. Xavier Church, 9:30. 
Wednesday, December 3: Biol-
ogy Club meets, 12:30. 
Thursday, December 4: Xavier 
Football Banquet . . . Physics 
Club, Physics Lab., 12:40 ... 
Senior-Junior Sodality, 9:30. 
Friday, December 5: Sopho-
more-Freshman Sodality, 9:30. 
Soph- Frosh F ete Varsity 
At Centennial-Day Dance 
The Florentine Room of the 
Hotel Gibson will be the scene 
of the dance sponsored by the 
freshman and sophomore classes 
of Xavier University, Saturday 
evening, November 29, 1941. 
"Deke" Moffit and his band will 
proyide the i:empo for the un-
derclassmen's hop. Ray Hellman 
Football. players from the uni-
versity will be the guests of the 
committee for the evening. 
The orchestra under "Deke" 
Moffit is a favorite with students 
on the campus. This swing ag-
gregation is currently heard over 
a local radio station. 
and John J. O'Hara, presidents...---------------: 
of the frosh and sophomore 
classes respectively completed 
R. I. P. 
the arrangements for the dance The News staff, on behalf 
this week. of the faculty and the stu-
All Xavier students have been dent· body, express condol-
invited to attend the dance ences to Mr. John J. Rath, 
which .is a closing gesture to economics professor, on the 
mark the finale of the celebra- recent death of his sister. 
tion of Xavier's Centennial -year. '---------------· 
; 
\ 




Commemorating a century of 
Jesuit education at Xavier, the 
library, has this year, together 
with other departmental groups, 
made prominent the progressive 
trends of the Jesuits in the var-
ious fields of writing. 
During the cours~ of the year-
long celebration, there were 
displayed by the library edi-
tions written about and by no-
ted membe;s of the Society of 
Jesus, particularly the works of 
Francis J. Finn, S. J., and St. 
Robert Bellarmine, S. J. 
To lend interest to the libra-
ry's centennial program, a rare 
collection of books dating from 
about 1500 were open to inspec-
tion. Political correspondence 
of well-known presidents and 
laymen, such as Martin Van 
Buren, William Henry Harrison, 
James· K. Polk, Thomas H. Ben-
ton and Levi Woodbury were 
also shown with the collection 
of valuable manuscripts. 
A voluntary, non-credit course 
in business personality develop-
opmen t is offered in the business 




3 Pay Plan 
Pay Nothing Down 
PAY 1/3 De!). 10 
PAY 1/3 Jan. 10 
PAY 1/3 Feb. 10 
TAIL,SJiYOU WIN ... 
But You Can Get By with a 
TUX 
From Shillito's Varsity Shop 
3500 
YES , .. Here are evening clothes recom-
mended by the University Style Council 
and styled by Carter Hall, the leaders in 
university and evening wear. 
TUX • • • Cut over lounge proportions 
with the longer jacket, bold peak lapels 
and unusually handsome in unfinished 
worsted of midnight blue. 
TAILS . · .. of lounge proportions with the 
authentic blunt tails of knee length. In 
midnight blue with grosgrain buttons to 
· match the lapels. 
Ask for Tom Stenger, Shillito's Campus 
Representative ... He's in our Variety 
Shop Every Saturday. 
Shillito' Varsity Sllop • Balcony 
... ,l 
SOULS ••• 
Cry For Our 
Prayers 
A well-known author recently 
advocated the establishment of 
a "Letter-Writing Week". His 
plan was very simple; he pro-
posed that during this special 
week we should shove aside all 
business affairs not absolutely 
necessary and park our type-
writers till we had written all 
those long-promised letters. His 
plan reveals the truth of that 
ancient adage: "Out of sight, 
out of mind." 
We would certainly agree 
with this author. Those gentle 
hints from the folks back home: 
"Your letters are so seldom," 
prove, to our embarrassment we 
roust confess, how quickly we 
can forget those dearest to us. 
We mean to write; we always 
forget to do so. Conversely 
the sight of our history profes-
sor strolling down the Parkway 
is a constant reminder to us 
that there is a little matter of a 
Philosophy Club 
Meets To Elect 
First Officers 
Election of officers took place 
last week as members of the 
recently founded Philosophy 
Club met in the Biology Lobby. 
Rev. Frederick A. Meyer, S. J., 
is the new faculty member of 
the organization. 
William R. Seidenfaden, also 
an active writer in Mermaid 
Tavern and Philopedian mem-
ber, was elected president. James 
J. Berens, president of Sodali-
ty, German Club, and the Tra-
ditionists, became vice president. 
William C. Hugenberg, presi-
dent of the Biology Club, is the 
club secretary. Robert Kaske, 
Tavern host, was rated secre-
tary. The organization's histo-
rian is James W. Hengelbrok, 
president of the Philopedian 
Club. 
The club, which meets every 
Tuesday, is devoted ·to discussion 
of modern philosophical prob-
ems and the reading of individ-
ual papers. At the last meet-
ing, James Hengelbrok read a 
paper titled "Morality of War." 
.term-paper that needs attention. 
Holy Mother Church is well 
aware of our tendency to for-
get. If we fail to remember 
those in time, argues the Spouse 
of Christ, how much more will 
we fail to think of those in eter-
nity. But again, a reminder 
will recall to our failing memo-
ries those who have departed 
this life and suffer in the pur-
ifying fires of Purgatory. Con-
sequently, Holy Mother Church 
has her "plan" also. Each year 
she sets aside not a week, but 
an entire month - that of No-
vember. She calls it her 
"Month of the Holy Souls". 
souls. She reminds us that 
there may be some in Purgatory 
near and dear to us whom we 
have forgotton to remember in 
our prayers. "Out of sight, 
out of mind" is especially true 
here. Here, then, is our chance 
to remedy our fault during this 
month by our constant remem-
brance of the Holy Souls. There 
are some who even at this mo-
ment cry out: 
"Kin and friend, time's boon 
possessing, 
Help us in these flames dis-
tressing; 




A student orchestra under the 
direction of Justin Weber, soph-
omore at Xavier, will provide 
the music for the Xavier Sodal-
ity dance to be held at the Union 
House, Friday,· December 12. 
All students are invited to at-
tend this hop for which the So-
dality promises a program of 
unusual entertainment. Jack 
McClure will present a featured 
tap dance, while Paul Singer 
and "Suzy" Cianciolo will give a 
demonstration of "Jitter bug" 
dancing. Elmer Mueller, student 
accordionist, has been making 
plans .for' unique entertainment. 
The new sodality song, "Moth-
er Beloved," will be sung by the 
students, with the words appear-
ing on ·a movie screen, so that 
all can join in the singing. 
Tickets for the dance will be 
fifty-cents either way. Officers 
of the sodality will sell the 
tickets to those desiring them. 
rows, 1 Rider college, Trenton, N. J., 
Jesus, free us 'ere the mor- has added a medical secretarial 
row." course. 
The Place to Meet 




Open 24 Hours 









SECOND AND VINE 
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Director And Teaclier 
Representative Alumnus 
versity; he has continued to fur- president of Xavier. University, 
ther his education at other aca- the Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S. 
demic institutions. After gain- J., adequately sums up the story 
ing a Ph. B. degree in 1935, he of a Xavier graduate. Address-
has acquired a Master of· Educa- ing the public at the beginning 
tion degree at U. C. At present, of the Centennial Year celebra-ti 
BY JOSEPH TBESKEN been due almost entirely to the he is a candidate for a Doctor- tion, Fr. Steiner said: 
Jesuit Fathers." ate in Education at Harvard. He "Jesuit education is dedicated 
This declaration was part of is likewise an honorary member to sending forth into the world 
PAGE THR'.E:E 
men of sound judgment, of acute 
and rounded intellect, of upright 
and manly character. 
" ... For one hundred years 
from Xavier University of Cin-
cinnati such men have been go-
ing forth to make the world a 
bett~r and happier place in 
which to live." 
"St. Xavier's college and Xa-
vier University in one hundred 
years have trained the Catholic 
laity and many members of the 
diocesan clergy. Whatever lead-
ership we have had among the 
laymen of our diocesan city has 




beginning of the Jesuit Fund national Catholic fraternity. 
Campaign drive in 1940. Mr. Link's office walls are dot-
Representative of Xavier lead- ted profusely with pictures of 
ership amorrg the Catholic lay- former school chums, Fenwick 
men of Cincinnati is a ·recent associates, and Ft. Scott counsel-
g rad u ate, Joseph Link, Jr. ors. A portrait of his twin broth-
Trained at Xavier, endowed with er, Dr. Harold Link, is promi-
sound judgment and a keen in- nently displayed on his desk. 
tellect, he has the qualities ne- Dr. Link, also a Xavier gradu-
cessary for a successful leader. ate, ranks among the nation's 
These attributes are even more prominent Catholic laymen. He 
important in those trusted with now holds the position of Profes-
the leadership and formation of sor of Chemistry at Santa Clara 
our youth. For, as it is often U. in California. 
stated, today's yoti.ths are tomor- Catholic Men Wanted 
To the Edl'tor·. row's leaders. Thus, the respon- I h' 'bl t . the sibility for the direction of youth n is responsi e pos m 
Last year an editroial appear- youth movement, Joseph Link 
ed in the Xavier News, stating must be placed in competent and has need of men of character to 
that the Pi Alpha Fraternity was trusted. han~~· Mr. Link's post aid. him in the supervision of 
going to donate a large plaque as active irector of ·the !t. youth. Thus it is that he turns 
. Scott Camps and the Fenwick t th · t't t' h' h h b to the school. This plaque has . . o e ms i u 10n w ic e e-
Club is, therefore, an important 1. bl f d · h not, as yet, been ·seen on the H . . . ieves capa e o pro ucmg sue one. e is assistant to Monsignor I B •41 · campus W h . t d f h' . men. rv eumer, , is now 
· agner, w o 1s no e or is p1- M L' 1 , · t t Th. Ath Now, because a few persons . k . 'di r. mt s ass1s an. e - . 
have started to wonder, and oneermg wor ~n provi .ng letic Director of the Fenwick is 
. wholesome recreation for Cm- Ed Kl k g d f '39 h 
rightly so, if that promised cinnati youths. Specifically, Joe us a, a ra o , .w o 
plaque is to be ereCted, ·the L' k' d t' . 1 d th replaced Leo Sack, another Xa-members of the fraternity would ~~ s u ies ~c ~ e . e super- vier graduate. Among the coun-
like the student body to know vision and admu':istration of the sellors at Ft. Scott camps last 
·that we have donated this ;~~~~s.programs m both organi- summer were ,rim Centner, Jim 
plaque. The erection has been Arata, and Ted Thoma, all Xa-
delayed because a suitable de- Catholic Leader vier students. 
sign has not as yet been adopt- Mr. Link's talents are diversi- Prominent and successful in 
ed. This delay has not been fled. He serves on the faculty of the business world for several 
due to the Fraternity, but to the Our Lady of Cincinnati College, years, Mr. Link is qualified to 
Publicity Dept. of· .the school. Xavier University Night School, voice his opinions regarding the 
rSee-
MYRUS 




VALLY and LYNNE 
"fugitives from Toyland" 
• 
Dance to the Music of 
JOHNNY BOWMAN 
We submitted to this department and Western Hills Night School. merits of a Jesuit education. He---------------------------
a pledge to pay for the plaque, This fact affords him an excel- praises the system highly, espe- l==========================::;'I 
and we in turn received a prom- lent opportunity to disseminate cially the training in philosophy 
ise that the plaque would be Christian philosophy in educa- given in the junior and senior 
erected and dedicated at the tion, learned at Xavier Univer- years. But even more import-
the time of the first football sity. In this manner his pupils ant, in his mind, was the train-
game. As yet nothing has hap- become the recipients of the true ing in Catholic social theory em-
pened. Catholic spirit. The term "Cath- bodied fo a course built around 
Therefore to dispel any and olic Action," coined by the late the Popes' encyclicals. This par-
all doubts in the minds of the Pope Pius XI, will appropriately ticular study has been invalu-
students, we would like them fit Mr. Link's action. able in his present post as youth 
to know that just as soon as the Supplied with a stable educa- director. 
publicity dept. reaches a· deci- tional foundation at Xavier Uni- A few comments made by the 
sion, the promised plaque will 
~~e e~=~~:~n:i c;:;emoration of lii1-=·::=:-::=:·: :-::=:·:=:·: :·: :-::=:·:...._-:·::=:·:===r~j 
Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity. lill 
Seniors have stack privileges :•: 
in the Midland college library 1111 






Queen City Blue Print 
124 GOVERNMENT PLACE 

















F o r everything 
that's smart~ In 
college suits • • • 
coats ••• shoes ••• 
hats • • • furnish· 
ings • • • see Red 




Fourth Near Vine 
.. 
•'• Drafting Materials 1111 
1111 :·: 
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Vester Drug Co. 
Prescription Specialists Established 41 Years 
Complete Line of lmp~rted & Domestic Wines 
N. E. Cor. 5th & ·Broadway Phone CH. 8986 - 8987 
YOUNG & CARL 








H your p"resent tuxedo 
is still in good condition, 
and if you haven't chang-
ed in size, then treat 
yourself to a tailcoat. 
Do it, even if you're on 
the short side . : • for 
p r op e r 1 y proportioned 
tailcoats can give a short-
er fellow just as mucli as 
they do a six-footer. But 
if you go to more less-
f ormal occasions ••• or if 
your tux is crowding you, 
or if you'd just like a 
brand new double-breast-
ed midnight blue job • , • 
t~en get a tux. We have 
both and are waiting to 
serve you., 
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now pause while Beckman takes 
a bowl!! 
stood at the front door wringing 
their hands - it seems that the 
door bell was out of order . . . 
Whalen stands out in the eyes 
of Frannie and Mimi . . . Arata 
now signs his letters "Having a 
fine time, wish you were her" 
. . . Its been rumored that X is 
going to shake the Georgetown 
team so hard that their eyes will 
roll around like pin balls ... T . 
Dorsey was solid according to 
Mott, Mulvaney, Uehlein, Rob-
ertson, and Hart . . . Two fellers 
were· talking about war, and one 
feller sez to the udder feller, 
"Say-y-y-y,'' he sez, "See where 
their going to fight the battle of 
Bunker Hill over agin." "How 
come?" sez d' udder feller. 
"Well," 'claimed the first feller, 
"Twan't fought on the level." So 
long, Johnnie, see you at the 
Texas Sun Bowl. 
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.- in the se1·vice of a queen-
DECEMBER the eighth, feast of the Immaculate Concep-tion, is a day especially dear to the heart of every Sor 
dalist. This feast recalls the glory of our Queen. We pledge 
ourselves anew on this day to serve her more loyally than we 
have done in the past. And what is that service? We can 
best serve our Queen by making ourselves what she desires 
us to be - true Catholic leaders; but this means work - work 
here and now. 
When our football team sweeps down the field against 
stiff opposition with apparent ease, when intricate plays are 
executed with no difficulty, when our half-backs sneak thru 
center or crash thru tackle, the answer to the success of these 
plays lies in the weary hours and the aching work-outs on 
the practice field. 
When our basketball team glides down the floor thru the 
opposition, when the team shows perfect rythm, perfect con-
trol, perfect aim, when time after time the ball is sent 
swishing thru the basket without kissing the rim, the an-
swer to this .success lies in the many evenings spent in toss-
ing baskets, running plays, passing-in a word-in arduous 
training. 
When on the rostrum one of our modern Demosthenes 
thunders forth and keeps us on the· edg~ of our seats by the 
cogency of his arguments and the beauty of his language, 
we can put the brilliant showing down to one thing - dili-
gent preparation. 
No one becomes a star player or a forceful orator with-
out an infinite amount of labor beforehand. Stars are made, 
not born. Now there is on the campus an organization whose 
one duty is to turn out Catholic stars - Catholic leaders; 
that organization is the Sodality. Its practice field is the 
campus. And what is true of a football team is true of the 
Sodality. If on the practice field plays are run in a sloppy 
manner, they'll probably be run so during the actual game. 
So, too, if we do not become true Sodalists - star Catholic 
leaders here, we'll probably never become leaders later on 
in life. The team usually plays as it has prac.ticed; so will 
we. Shall we disappoint our Queen? 
• fl"om student to apostle--.:. 
BY LEN KUEHNLE 
Attention Spectators: 
Xavier asks you to please re-
frain from placing or throwing 
your chewing gum where it will 
be "picked up" by others. We 
make this plea because at the 
Providence game, one fellow 
jumped from his seat to cheer, 
but his pants didn't and you 
know those breezy afternoons! 
Timely Topics 
One of the most colossal events 
on this year's jive calendar was 
the Military Ball. Boy, it was 
swell! ! ! It appeared that every-
one who could possibiy dig up a 
couple of medals was there. 
The honorary lieutenant-colonel 
-gee, she looked just like a girl 
named Ginny Niemer. Rack was 
one officer who was outstanding, 
On The Sly 
If the person who took the jar 
of alcohol from the Biology Dept. 
will return Hugenberg's appen-
dix, no questions will .be asked 
... Flat feet on the beat Quinlan 
has a story to tell about Pauline 
. . . Onions, limburger, and saw-
dust are delicacies when served 
by Pi· Alpha Phi, so it says here 
... Wonder what that stuff is 
certain Juniors are sprouting 
under their proboscis . . . Boy, 
you ought to hear the harmony 
which is render.ed by the Heidel-
berg's "sour belly" octet . . . 
When Fr. English from Chanute 
Field was introdµced at the 
Dayton game, one student asked, 
"Are the~ going to Chan-ute 
him from a .cannon? ... Gee, 
the Heisters sure got pretty girl 
friends . . . The Xavier boys 
who visited the Mount recently 
Signed, 
Just a droop 
Seeking a scoop. 
but don't you think glasses with----------------------------
neon rims that go off and on is 
carrying a thing a little too far. Q LJ J Q £ R G Q t. 
Behind the Mayor and the col- By Robert E. Kaske 
onel in the "grand march" were ----------------------------
seen, the officers accompanied, JT is almost a truism that Amer-
Jane + Topmoeller, Kate + An- icans take too many things 
thony, Marg+ Bachmeyer, Dutch for granted; and one of their 
+ Dye, Mary Jan.e + Willig, most flagrant offenses surely 
Teeda + Armstrong, Betty + centers al'ound radio programs. 
Stueve, Gladys + Bert Robben How many people, for instance, 
(Avondale CamI)us), and others when they roar at Henry Ald-
+ others. ·" rich of a Thursday evening, will 
Say don't these quiz shows get stop to consider that there is an 
ya? They sure are gettin' mo- intelligent causa, or maybe a 
notonous. At a church ceremony group of intelligent causas, be-
about two weeks · ago, the hind such a procession of coor-
preacher asked the groom if he dinated madness? 
took the woman to be his wife, Suppose for a few minutes 
and he sheepishly said, "Is that that you have degenerated to 
the two dollar question'l" Ya the point of writing a radio 
see what I mean? script. Suppose that you have 
In regard to the News-Tavern gotten it a reading. Suppose (oh, 
football game, I have composed· improbab~e!) th~t you ar~ pres-
the following and dedicate it to ent at this reading. While you 
the Mermaids- bite huge pieces out of your 
. . nails, a few bored actors and ac-
Little Imes of color, tresses run through your script 
Little spots of ink, in a monotone. When they have 
You may think you can play quite finished, the director turns 
football, on you. He is horrified. He gasps 
out two words - "Your charac-
ters!" 
But confidentially, you -! 
Dierker, the end - ah yes -
its not silly Billy but rather "-W:hat's wro~g .with 'em?" 
Dierk the jerk! ! As a rule most you mnocently mqmre. 
players are carried off the field; . "What's wrong with 'em 
Schneider changed this rule-he They're unsympathetic! The au-
was carried on. The Taverners dience won't love 'em! Look 
used what is called "the unbal- here where you make this truck-
anced line" - in fact, very few driver sayl) 'ain't'. What will the 
of them have much intelligence. truck-drivers say if they hear 
The game's only drawback was something like that on. the ra-
the quarterback, for whom you dio?" 
couldn't get a nickel back. We "The function of art," you be-
gin, "is to-" 
~ "And here! You mention 'that 
the mother is using an aluminum 
saucepan. An aluminum sauce-
pan! Do you realize what that 
means? This mother is unpatri-
otic! Every red-blooded Ameri-
can who listens to this program 
will be shocked at her selfish-
ness. Remember, this is radio! 
We must always consider public 
opinion in these matters." 
Rehearsal 
So you rewrite it. Let's be 
kind to you and say that this 
time it cliclrn. It is put on the 
schedule - four o'clock on a 
certain Monuay afternoon. At 
about two o'clock on the big day 
you go to the studio to watch 
rehearsal. You find the cast in a 
state of embittered gloom. It 
seems that Camelia Cornhopper, 
the hillbilly nightingale, has re-
quisitioned the studio in which 
your practice was to be held; 
and there is nothing to do but 
wait. 
At about three o'clock Camel-
ia saunters out of the studio, 
and you and the cast rush in. 
Quickly they run through a ten-
tative presentation. You again 
sit biting your nails, which have 
lost considerably in extension 
these last few days. The direc-
tor is disappointed. "It's half a 
minute too long,'' he says. "We'll 
(Continued on Page 8) XAVIER - How much this name should mean to us. The name of one of the greatest soldiers of the Church! It --------------------------------------
is the short for St. Francis Xavier, the greatest missionary 
since St. Paul. An Apostle who braved all for Christ! A 
man who traveled 11,000 danger-filled miles to the far off 
colony of India; who baptized souls there until his arm fell 
in exhaustion to his side; who from India, pushed on to the 
Moluccas, 4,000 miles further from civilization. 
When seamen brought stories of islands still farther 
east, the Land of .the Rising Sun, Xavier was one of the first 
Europeans to go to Japan; and he died on the island of San 
Chien with his arms stretched toward China, trying to ef-
fect an entrance into that forbidden land. His path was 
blazed by the glory of numerous m'iracles - he is credited 
with having raised seventeen men from the dead. What a 
glorious career indeed. But what was the source of his 
power? · 
It was as a college student that this hero of Christ began 
his long journey to true greatness. We see him at the Uni-
versity of Paris in 1534. A young Basque nobleman, well-
dressed and of handsome appearance, one of the outstanding 
athletes of the school. His studies are finished with the high-
est honors, high positions in 'the univ.ersities and the Church, 
a Bishopric and even a Cardinala te are open to him. 
Ignatius of Loyola, his fellow student, urges the apt pro-
position, "What does it profit a man to gain the whole world 
and suffer the loss of his soul?" Xavier resists! The appeal 
of glamour, riches, and pleasure is strong. Ignatius contin-
ues to urge upon the brilliant student this heavenly wisdom. 
At last Xavier throws over everything for the greater glory 
of God. 
He gave much-but God was never outdone in generosity. 
Francis Xavier ·gave up everything for God and began a 
career of glory that has made him the hero and inspiration 
. of millions. · 
IN OTHER WORDS 
The Truth Will Out 
A NOTE of pathos from Nazi-
strangled Reichland found 
its way home last week, and 
brought us an intimate· and 
graphic picture of one European 
family. · 
The next-door neighbors of an 
X junior received a long-delayed 
letter from relatives in Ger-
many. It read as most letters, 
that is, most letters coming from 
censor-guarded Europe. It con-
tained the customary "hello-how;. 
are-you," theme; it was cautious, 
restrained, friendly. 
But through the entire letter 
ran the repeated strain of an 
odd and inexplicable request, 
almost an appeal: "Save postage 
stamps, someday, maybe not 
now, but someday they will be 
valuable. Save your stamps." 
"A very strange request indeed. 
Especially since it came from 
someone who had hitherto evi-
denced no interest in stamps, 
and was addressed to someone 
who never had any yen to begin 
such a hobby. 
Such an odd thing to ask of 
us, they thought. 
However, out of love and trust 
and old family ties, they decided 
to give in. Certainly no harm 
in it. Might as well begin now. 
They did, starting the collection 
by removing the German stamp 
from that very letter. 
And found written on that 
part of the envelope which the 
stamp had covered: WE ARE 
STARVING. 
"' "' . 
When you started 
Thi~ you thought it 





Isn't it funny -
How people will 
Continue to read 
Something even 
When they know 
They're being fooled? 
-The Densonian. 
. . By Larry Splain 
Two-Fold Effect 
JMMEDIATELY prior to the 
mid-term quizzes, the Mus-
kies were kept extra busy in an-
ticipation of a strong Dayton 
eleven. 
Anyway. how could a man 
seriously crack a book in the 
face of such a serious encounter? 
At least one of Xavier's depend-
able backfield stars could not. 
He was too worried about the 
coming game. 
Then came doomsday, and the 
history quiz. 
In answer to a particularly 
difficult question, the grid star, 
completely defeated, replied: "I 
don't know the answer; but 
here's a play that will work in 
Sunday's game." And in full 
confidence, he set down the play 
on the test paper. 
The prof. gave him full credit 
for his answer. Why? Because 
that play, as predicted, tallied a 
touchdown for our Blue-boys 








At ROTC Ball 
(Continued from Page 1) 
·. 
Lieut. Joseph H. Leonard, Jr.; 
and third place by Cadet Cap-
tain Edward A. Burke. 
Lieut. Col. Clinton S. Berrien, 
P. M. S. & T., presided at the 
PAGE FIVE 
ceremonies. Miss Virg_inia Nie-
mer, who was commissioned at 
the Ball as honorary Lieutenant 
Colonel for the Corps for the 
present school year, assisted. 
.:!llllll I I I I II llll II I I I II I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I l I I I I I I I l I I I II I II I I I I I I I I I I l I I I I I I I I II I l I II I I I I l lll I II I !:: 
"The birth certificate of Amer- yoh try to take religion out of at Xavier. : : 
ican freedom." These are the American democracy, you de- The seniors so honored were § E 
words with which Dr. Clarence stroy it. Religion is part of its Cadet Captains Robert S. Chali- E :: 
Manion, speaking at the first warp and woof." foux and Walter C. Deye. The § E 
lecture of the Xavier University In a state based upon the ten- juniors were Cadet First Ser- E :: 
,Forum series, characterized the ets of the Declaration of Inde- geants John B. Goettke, and Wil- § E 
document which he considers pendence: "There is bound to be liam C. Dierker, Cadet Tech. ;: E 
the most important in American a union between government Sergeant Alvin R. Lantz, and :: :: 
history, the Decfar.ation of Inde- and religion just as hydrogen Cadet Staff Sergeants Leland F. E § 
pendence. and oxygen unite to form water. Schneider, John M. Tetens, and :: :: 
Dr. Manion, dean of the Uni- The indispensable elements of Robert F. Pfister. E § 
versity of Notre Dame law government ai:e religious. The The Xavier Military Medal § § 
school and prominent Catholic indispensable elements of de- for exceptional applicatory work § :: 
layman, told an audience of mocracy are religious." in the Corps was awarded to § § 
around 600 persons that the The speaker advocated that seven students in the Ball cere- :: E 
trouble with secular democracy all citizens study the Declaration monies. Those meriting the :: E 
today is that its leaders are not and make use of its tenets in re- award were Cadet Tech. Ser- E E 
conforming to the principles futing secular democrats who geants Alvin R. Lantz and An- :: E 
laid down in the Declaration of fail to perceive the relation of thony J. Grollig, Cadet Staff :: § 
Independence. religion to the state. Dr. Man- Sergeant Richard T. Winterman, § E 
"In no place," said the Catho- ion even proposed that school and Cadet Corporals Bernard M. :: E 
lie educator, "is there to be children recite portions of the Krekeler, Raymond E. Burns, § E 
found a more succinct or better Declaration in place of the Joseph A. Sommer, and Robert :: :: 
statement concerning man's re- pledge of allegiance to the flag. F. Heil. . § ~ 
lation to God." The Declaration _ That Thomas Jefferson, an ac- The presentations were con- :: :: 
of Independence affirms the ere- tive Freemason, should write eluded with the awarding of the § :: 
ation of man by God, the be- such a remarkably sound theo- Dr. James T. Clear Pistol Match § § 
stowing of inalienable rights by logical document, Dr. Manion Trophies to the winners of the :;: :: 
God and the institution of gov- considered a near miracle and a .45 Caliber Pistol Match at Fort :: :: 
ernments to preserve these probable sign of Divine Inter- Knox during the 1941 summer § § 
rights. vention in the formulation of camp. First place was taken by :;: :: 
The expression of these doc- the American form of govern- Cadet Captain Robert W. Rack; :: § 
trines, which the signers of the ment. second place, by Cadet 2nd. § :: 
Declaration held to be self-evi- 2 =: 
dent, is, in Dr. Manion's opinion, 
a sounder theological statement 
of the rights of man in the state 
than that expressed by St. Rob-
ert Bellarmine. 
It is, says Dr. Manion, because 
of this essentially religious na-
ture that secular democrats have 
tried to suppress the Declaration 
of Independence and consistent-
ly refuse to quote this forgotten 
doctrine of American freedom. 





















en JOY it success even 
greater than it has 
enjoye_d in the past. 
• 
THE R. J. PATTON CO. 
222 East 4th St. 
. I 
- ---- -- -- ---- -- --
--- -- --- --- --- -------
---
,-
1 -- -- ---- --BEST VALUE IN TOWN ... REGULARLY -- --32.50 and 35.00 FROM COAST TO COAST! - --- MEN'S TUXEDOS '§ 
- -
Foryour 27 ~o : : holiday ·~ _ activities -
-= A sensational value for you smart males who _ 
: want to make a big hit with the feminine con-
: tingent! Handsome midnight blue "tux" . . . = 
with a smart looking long coat, full drape model -
- ... and fully lined! Grosgrain facing! Hi-rise -
trousers, fully pleated ... and tailored to prfec- = 
= tion plus! Shorts, regulars and longs! See = 
- these Saturday ... it's a value you remember -
: _long after your school days have passed! · 
--- 3 MONTHS TO PAY.. : 
- Pay 1/3 Pay 1/3 Pay 1/3 ~ 
~==-~=- · Dec. 10th Jan. 10th · Feb. 10th ===~ 
Men's Store - Second ~Joor 
-= --- -- -- -= -- -- -- -- --- -
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Clef Club Sings 
At Solemn Mass 
(Continued from Page 1) 
anti, has been invited to attend 
the mass, at which all Xavier 
students will be present. A 
Communion-Breakfast for the 
Sodalists will follow the recep-
tion. The sermon of the mass 
will be preached by Monsignor 
James W. O'Brien, rector of St. 
Mary's Seminary in Norwood. 
in Rome. 
The Xavier University Clef 
Club will sing at the solemn cer-
emonies. · The six officers of the 
sodality will serve the mass, ac-
cording to an announcement by 
the Rev. Daniel J. Broderick, 
moderator of the sodality. The 
Prexy ·Reviews 
Contributions 
Of B i o I o g i st s 
sodality officers are James L. The next meeting of the Biol-
Lemkuhl, senior prefect, and ogy Club will be held Tuesday, 
Rourke J. Sheehan, junior pre- December 2, at 12:30, in the Bi-
fect; ~ames W. Hengelbrok, Ed- ology Labratory. The feature of 
ward A. Burke, John J. O'Hara, the meeting will be a talk on 
and Joseph E. McGoff. Parents the Club's lecture topic, "Em-
of the students and friends of bryology." 
the Jesuits in Cincinnati have At the last meeting president 
been invited to attend. c_ James C. Hugenberg gave a pan-
At the Communion-Breakfast oramic review of the club's ac-
following the mass, the Clef Club "tivities throughout the centen-
will sing the sodality song, nial year. He stated that the 
"Mother Beloved." Entertain- publication of the "Xavier Sci-
inent will be provided by a stu- ence Bulletin" marked the be-
dent orchestra under the direc- ginning of the observance. The 
tion of Justin Weber, arts soph- opening of a ·science reading 
omore. Members of the Xavier room was considered as the next 
well-equipped reading room, Dr. 
JamG1s C. Perry, moderator of 
the club, announced that there 
were several new accessories 
added to the Biology depart-
ment. The most important is the 
life-size plaster model of a man. 
The manikin is so constructed 
that the various organs of the 
head and body can be removed 
and their relative positions in 
the body studied. 
A new microscope was also 
added to the equipment to aid 
Dr. Perry in his experiments. 
As a result of last year's re-
search work, Doctor Perry re-
ported that over five hundred 
slides were furnish~d for the 
use of the students. These slides, 
added to an already large col-
lection, will especially aid the 
students of histology. 
Centner, Splain 
Appointed Editors 
James L. Centner, arts senior, 
has been named managing edi-
tor of the Athenaeum, literary 
quarterly, according to the Rev. 
Paul J. Sweeney, moderator of 
the publication. 
Lawrence Splain, arts junior, 
will 'serve. as . circulation man-
ager. Editorial assistants are to 
be Russell N .. Clark, arts senior, 
and Leland F. Schneider and 
James A. Rentrop, arts juniors. 
All appointees, including the re-
cently named editor, Robert E. 
Kaske, are members of the Mer-
maid Tavern, caJl?.pus writers' 
club. 
The celebrant of the mass will 
be the Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, 
S. J., president of the university. 
He will be assisted by Rev. John 
J. Benson, S. J., dean of the arts 
college, and Rev. Allen P. Far-
rell, S. J., dean of the Milford 
Juniorate, deacon and subdeacon 
respectively. The master of 
ceremonies will be the Rev. 
Stanislaus A. Majorowski, S. J., 
instructor at St. Xavier High 
School. Attending the mass al-
so will be the Rev. Zachaeus J. 
Maher, S. J., American assistant 
and member of the Jesuit Curia 
Booklovers have volunteered to project to be sponsored by the .---------------------------; 
serve as hostesses for the break- group. · 
fast. · Besides a newspaper and the 
BALLARD & RA YE 
acrobatic novelties, and 
Russell Sage college has added 
11 new ~.aculty members. 
FEA~IN~"l -
MASTERS & SCHEER 
rhythm aancers, with 
PIERSON THAL 
and his orchestra, for dancing 
THE PATIO 
'NEATH THE CAREW TOWER 
NO COVER NO MINIMUM 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY 




(Continued from page 1) 
North Carolina State with com-
parative ease and will be point-
ing for the meet with Xavier's 
once-beaten Musketeers on Sat-
urday. 
Blozis And Kopcik Mainstays 
There are two mainstays from 
the '40 Hoyas who should really 
cause the Muskies · plenty of 
trouble. One is a leviathan of 
tackles called Al Blozis who is 
also famous for projecting the 16 
pound shot incredible distances. 
Mr. Blozis extends six feet, . six 
inches into the stratosphere with 
240 pounds padding his immense 
stature · and he is anything but 
clumsy. 
The second returning veter8'1 
of Hagerty's Hoyas is 190 pou 
fo first class picket named Mike 
Kopcik. Glancing at the weight 
chart of the Hoyas' linemen will 
make any opposing coach shud-
der: Kopcik, 190; Lemke, 195; 
Pavich, 170; Duffy, 190; Blozis, 
240; Perpich, 210; Sorce, 280; 
Audit, 230; Paternoster, 195; Mc-
Mahon, 195; Ponsalle, 210; Mon-
tanero, 210; Erickson, 200; and 
Derringe, 175. Only two . of the 
Hoyas' regular linemen scale un-
der 1901 
In the backfield, the Hoyas 
have also got plenty of talent. 
Get off your high horse, Mr. Big 
Times have changed~ mister - the distinction of 
wearing a Rochester-tailored Overcoat is no longer 
reserved for the chosen few. This year, Bond opens 
the way for a lot of men to enjoy Rochester quality 
who could never afford it before. Yes, we mean the 
same suave style, same rich woolens, same smooth 
needlework in which you've always taken pride. 
But look at Bond prices! You see, Bond is the only 
retail clothier with a tailoring plant in Rochester. 
Your Bond store is part of that plant. As a husi-
nesss man, you know how such a streamlined system 
cuts costs. So if you notice many of the men on 
your payroll wearing overcoats like yours, give them 
credit for knowing a good thing ·when they see it. 
Why not join the swing to Bond's yourself? · 
$22 $25 s30 
Rochester Huskies Bond Streeters Rochester Craft 
$35 $45 
Ex~cutive Group Park Lane 
Student Lane Clothes 
in the University Manner 
Sizes 18 • 22 $20 • • $24 
A.ll with two Trousers 
BOND ·cLOTHES 
515 STREET AT OPERA PLACE 
Bond's Xavier rep1·esentatives-
·Bert Robben -John Thumann 
Larry Sander Lin Sahlf eld 
Richman Brothers, makers of Fine 
Clothes for Collegeians for last 50 
years, 'Welcome you to their new 
store at Vine & Opera Place. See 
the large assortment of Snappy 
Such backs as Lou Falcone, ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ Frank Dornfield, Bill McLaugh-  
Ian, and Benny Bulvin have been 
taking care of the Georgetown 
offensive in a brilliant manner 






VINE & OPERA PLACE 
Cincinnati, O. 
FINE CLOTHES SINCE 1891 
. . 
'- .. 
this autumn. The men of Hag-
erty nearly upset the highly-
touted Eagles of Boston College, 
finally coming out on the short 
end of a 14 to 6 score. 
Xavier's Big Chance 
The Georgetown fracas will 
give the Musketeers a grand 
chance to find out if they are 
capable .of holding their own 
against big time competition. 
The 1942 Xavier schedule will 
be influenced tremendously by 
the outcome of the Muskie-
Hoyas skirmish. The Muskies 
will no doubt en.ter the game as 
underdogs; but that won't both-
er them because this is Xavier's 
year! 
The department of tropical 
medicine at Tulane university 
school of medicine is becoming 
one of the most important in the 
world since most European 
schools are closed because of the 
war. 
Mathematics, Greek and Lat-
in made up the first curriculum 
of the University of Michigan • 
. , .. , 
• r 
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Tavern Features 
Many Readings At 
Recent Meetin.gs 
norance), Mutually Ours, and 
Healer of Hafuun; Robert E. 
Kaske's July the Fourth and 
Why; and John D. Boyce's 
Spring and Exercise in Spensa-
rian Stanza. 
•••••••••w••••• •••H•H••••W•H•••••a1nw1w1n .............................. ,.. .. nn ...... n .... m 
QUID ERGO • • • 
(Continued from Page 2) 
have to cut that whole night 
club scene." 
SECOND NATIONAL BANK 
Established 1863 
"But," you start to object, 
"that's the funniest part in the 
On the Angel's Highday of Oc-
tober 27, 1941, there were only 
two readings, since the Tavern-
ers concerned themselves main-
ly with initiation. 
Avondale Branch Burnet & Rockdale 
whole-" In its Armistice Highday of 
"You have too many sound ef- November 10, the Mermaid Tav-
fects, too,'' he continues, "so ern featured an abundance of 
we'll have to cut this door open- original verse. Leland F. Schnei-
ing and closing. We'll put the der read Aqua and Girl Friend; • 
scene in the barn, so we won't William R. Seidenfaden, Hail to : 
need any doors. And by the the Modern Man, Where? and • 
way, does anyone know where On Aristotle; Russell N. Clark, • 
we can get the sound of a creak- The Brighter Side; Thomas E. 
ing porch-swing?" Beechem, Contrast, a prose of- • 
This inaugurates a frantic fering; and Minehost Robert E. 
search. At five minutes till four Kaske, Sam Daniel, a radio 
someone discovers that a loose sketch. 
base on one of the studio lamps A like pattern had been fol-
can 'be made to creak .. You lowed the week before as all of • 
heave a sigh of ·mingled relief the readings except one were in 
and despair. verse. Joseph A. Sommer with 
DIAMONDS - WATCHES 
' 
ROBERT L. HUMMEL 
JEWELER 
407 Vine Street Cincinnati, Ohio 
All this while a serious little Tests was the only selection in • 
man has been standing in a far prose. The other readings in-
corner methodically smashing eluded: William R. Seidenfad-
large panes of glass. You have en's Thoughts of a 7-year Old 
been foolhardy enough to write Upon his First Visit to Music 
into your script the sound of a Hali on Nov. 7 at 9:15 P. M., 
window being shattered, and he Foolhardiness, RII (Rest in Ig".° <a·~~~~~~~~~~W>~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~M:~~~~W~~~~~ is experimenting for an effective ________________________ _:_ ___ ......:... _________________ _:_.....:......:....:...:....:._:_--:....:_.....:.....:.....:...~ 
crash. 
On The Air 
The program begins. Silence, 
except for the voices of the ac-
tors. You relax and actually be-
gin to enjoy it. Five minutes 
pass. Ten. No slips yet. Then 
comes the big window-breaking 
scene. But what's this? Instead 
of the fine splintering crash you 
had nerved yourself to hear, 
there is a faint, silvery, rather 
effeminate tinkle. Without chang-
ing expression, the little man 
tiptoes over to you and explains 
in a whisper that he used up all 
the best panes of glass during 
rehearsal. 
One minute to go. The an-
nouncer is reeling off the names 
of the cast, mispronouncing a 
good number of them. In a few 
seconds he'll announce what 
you've been waiting for all along 
-the author's name. Just anoth-
er second ... Ah, here it is: 
"This program was written by 
-" But before he can pronounce 
the magic syllables there comes 
another voice, big, official, and 
overwhelming: "This is station 
WQE))1 Cincinnati." The direc-
tor str.blls over. Sorry, we were 
a bit short on time, and I guess 
{ they cut us off. Congratulations, 
though, Good show." 
Believe us, this is no exagker-
ation. During most of the past 
summer we were writing radio 
scripts. We have suffered. We 
know! 
University of Texas law 




for Early Shoppers 
• Raincoats 
• Umbrellas 
• Sheepwool Slippers • Hair Brushes 
• Bath Curtains 
• Rubber Treads 
• l.ce Cube Trays 
• Rubber Dolls 
• Rub~er Balls· 
We have these practical items 
1n newest styles, dependable 
qualities and largest varie-
ty in the city. 
~aee ~~\~~ SJ f~~"~  
20 East 4lli St. ~\~'\~ 
WE TURN· 'EM OUT 
SMOOTH •• AT 
Give us a Freshie and we'll make him look 
slick as a Senior. Give us a Senior and 
we'll turn him out every inch the young 
main with a career in view. Give us any-
one on the ·campus and we'll do him . . . 
and us ... proud. From tux to sox, it's 
Pogue's for college clothes with that bound-
'to-succe'ed smartness every fcllow wants. 
STATION WAGON COAT doubles for a topper when the weath-
er's clear, and, by virtue of a special "weather sealing" process 
stands admirably between you \and the elements when it isn't . 
Natural color cotton gabardine, plaid cotton flannel lining7.50 
WHITE OXFORD SHIRTS from Pogue's .... now in the classic 
category with you fellows who go in for the best. Sweet and 
low· is the new widespread collar. 1.95 
KNITTED TIES have a new look when they're wool and silk, 
and knot ttp slicker than ever before. Handsome in deep plain 
shades and multicolor stripes. 1.00 
. Clot1iing-Second Floor Accessories-Street Floor 
The H. & S. POGUE Co. 
• 
,. 
~ - ,.. 
MUSKETE·ER SPORTS 
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MUSKIE QUINTET MEET A. ·A. U. CHAMPS 
Twentieth Century 
Opens Blue Hoop 
Quintet 
Season 
Eight Lettermen Return To Give 
Xavier -Seasoned, Well-Balanced Team 
With football fading into the background after today's 
~me, the Xavier sportlight will shift to another field to-
morrow night when the 1941 edition of the Musketeer bas-
ketball team takes the court in a pre-season game with the 
Twentieth Century Fox team of Hollywood, California. 
· Booked more or less as a warm-up game, Muskie fans 
will be given the chance to see their quintet operating 
aginst the number-one amateur club of the nation. 
Last year the visitors climaxed a 22-game winning streak 
by beating the Phillips 66 club for the 1941 National A.-A. U. 
title. Last Monday night the 
west-coasters put an auspicious 
beginnirg to their 1942 cam-
paign by whipping Phillips 
(rated as one of the outstanding 
amateur hoop clubs in the coun-
try) in the finals of the Naismith 
Memorial tournament in Madi-
son Square Garden to open big-
time basketball in the East. 
Eight Lettermen Back 
Coach Clem Crowe has a well-
seasoned team of veterans to 
send on the floor ~gainst the in-
vaders. However, the team has 
only been ""''"acticing for the last 
two weeki. .ld will probably be 
far from midseason peak. 
Captain Bert Robben heads 
the list of returning monogram 
winners, including Gates, Te-
tens, Kruer, Vaughan, Thuman, 
Quinlan, and Himmler. 
Quinlan ·and Vaughan will 
probably get the starting ·assign-
ments at guard, although Moose 
Himmler may take one of their 
jobs if he can shake the grid-
iron atmosphere quickly enough. 
Robben and Gates will form 
two-thirds of the forward line 
with the other post going to 
Kruer or Tetens. Jay O'Hara, 
brilliant soph forward, will also 
see plenty of action. 
The preliminary contest will 
see the Musketeer yearlings go 
against the Jewish Center club, 
headed by Sid Friedman, former 
U. C. hoop star and grid cap-
tain. 
Tickets are now on sale at 
downtown sporting goods stores, 
with general admission 75c for 
the two games. Xavier stu-
dents will be admitted at half 
price on presentation of student 






The end of the gridiron cam-
paign brings up the discussion 
of the coming season's prospects, 
with its legendary tales of the 
strength of this · frosh lineman, 
and the speed of these three 
yearling backs. The Musketeer 
fans· have due cause for uphold-
ing the merits of next year's 
neophytes. Capably chosen ma-
terial which was well worked 
into shape by frosh coach Joe 
Kruse will go far in filling posts 
vacated by graduation. The only 
sour note in the whole build-up 
is the fact that this year's squad 
. is limited in number with only 
Did you know that the presi- 15 men on the frosh roster. 
dent of X. U. is on7 of a hand- Should this policy be continued 
ful- of college pres1dent_s today with the usual . few falling by 
wh? have ever played mter.col- the wayside, .future Muskie 
Iegiate football. Father .stei~er squads may witness a marked 
was a t~ckle at the Umvers1ty setback. Our 1941. varsity roster 
of Detroit. bears this out. It shows ·seven-
F r o m th e Washington 
Times-"With one more game 
to play-a cinch w\th some-
thing like Xavier-the George-
town Boyas virtually have 
finished their season so far as 
anybody gives a hoot." 
teen members, or over half the 
squad, are of the class of '43. 
These seventeen men represent 
the number who made the grade 
of the 38 varsity aspirants who 
reported to former frosh coach 
Kenny Jordan, two years ago. 
Here's for a larger frosh squad 
next season .. 
-
I Five Seniors Play Last Game Today I 
CHUCK LAVELLE 
JIM McMULLEN 
At the termination of every 
football season each team in the 
country, loses men by gradua-
tion. And it is with regret that 
we bid adieu to five of our very 
valuable g r i d i J.: o n performers. 
These men, Frank W. Burke, 
Robert H. Himmler; Charles A. 
Lavelle, James W. McMullen, 
and Harry B. Washer, have spent 
four years working hard and 
playing hard so that they might 
help to bring success to our foot-
ball team. Whether in triumph 
or in defeat, we know that they 
have always played their hearts 
out until the end. And so it is 
that we pay tribute to these men 
in presenting to you a short 
resume of the work done by 
them. 
CAPT. BONNY WASHER 
to the halfback spot. In this 
spot he has truly shown his abil-
ities ·as a driving line smasher, 
and the spearhead of many first 
downs. 
Another man in line for grad-
uation is the tobacco chewing 
quarterback, Charles "Red" La-
velle, from Cathedral Latin high 
school in Cleveland, Ohio. Dur-
ing "Red's" stay at Xavier, he 
has very successfully carried on 
his job as field. general. "Red" 
has always sized up the situa-
tion on the field and has always 
tried to call plays which would 
be better than those of the op-
posing team. All Xavier fans 
w~ll' long remember "Red's" ex-
cellent quarterbacking and most 
especially, his work the day of 
the Dayton game this season. -
Baldy Is Versatile 




The smooth-running gridiron 
machine of Xavier ·University 
plowed, passed, and sneaked 
their way to a five touchdown 
victory over a very bewildered 
and befuddled Providence elev-
en, played before a Turkey Day 
crowd of 6,500 fans at Corcoran 
Field. 
The Musketeers lost no time 
in going into the lead.. They 
took the ball on their own 24 
From McKinley high school in 
Niles, Ohio, four years ago, came 
a very versatile football player 
in the person of James "Baldy" 
McMullen. "Baldy's" versatility 
was shown in the manner in 
which he could hold down posi-
tions at end, guard, and at full-
back. Early in his career at Xa-
vier "Baldy" played at the full- after Haponik's punt, and on a 
back spot, but was later switch- sustained drive sparked by 
ed to guard and then finally to "Moose" Himmler drove over 
end, where he has played these for the first score. After hav-
final two years. Despite a trick ing made it first and goal to go 
knee, Jim has always played on the 1-yard line, Xavier met 
bang-up ball and certainly de- its first real resistance. Three 
serves much credit. times they drove into the cen-
Finally, but by· no means· less ter of the Friar line, and three 
deservirig of credit, we have times they were set down with-
Harry "Bon!}ie" Washer, of out so much as gaining ai1 inch. 
Louisville, Kentucky. For three Coach C:lem. Crowe in:medi~tely 
years one of the guard position __ : :rushed !~ h1,~ first-strmg signal 
has been well taken care of by caller, Red Lavelle. A fake 
"Bonnie." In the early part of to fullback• .Helmers and ~ lat-
his sophomore year, "Bonnie" eral out to right halfback Himm-
suffered a broken leg which ler was good fo~ the score. The 
forced him to retire for the re- rest of the period Mutryn was 
mainder of the year. However, shading Haponik in a punting 
he came back the following year duel. 
and played such good ball he Early in the second _period, 
was placed on the All-Ohio Mutryn . got. ~ff a b:autlful 59 
team. To top this honor, "Bon- yard qmck .1nck w~1ch rolled 
nie" was elected captain for this, dead on the Providence one-
his final year, by his teammates. (Continued on page 16) 
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MUSiilES OF THE CENTURY ON PARADE 
Davis, 
Stars 
Saeli:, Wiethe, Beatty 
In Pigsltln History 
Squad Of '26 Greatest In Forty Years; 
Muskies Of '33 D'own Indiana, 6-0. 
By RAY PATER and BOB HEIL 
When the Georgetown Hoyas leave the field for the last 
time this afternoon, Xavier U. will .have completed her cen-
tennial celebration; and the Musketeers will have completed 
their lOlst year of football. · 
There are no records of the Athenaeum students, the Xa-
vier gridders of the 19th century, battering each other's brains 
out for the possession of the pigskin. 
Any definite information to the contrary should be rap-
idly sent to the Darwinian society - for if such be the case 
a rapid evolution has faken place. 
The accepted explanation is that the early students were 
satisfied with scrub games among themselves until enroll-
ment permitted games with near-by high schools. A clipping 
from the Catholic Telegraph of · 
October 30, 1879, lends weight to to 1913, the school continued play 
this argument. It announces in local high school and college 
that "A football match comes off circles, enjoying more than one 
next Saturday afternoon at the successful season. The coach-
Star Baseball Grounds, between ing during this _period was en-
a team from St. Xavier's Col- trusted chiefly to former Xavier 
lege and one from Woodward players. There were, however, 
High School."· . some exceptions for in 1907, 
ground for the past seven years 
because there were no funds for 
athletes .... Now only big teams 
are to be booked .... Students 
must have an average of 75% 
or better if they are to compete 
in athletics. All men who 
participate in· any athletics will 
bar themselves from outside 
teams and every athlete must 
keep himself in condition." 
Modern football at Xavier thus 
dates from the beginning of the 
1918 season .. 
Finally Meet U. C. 
The 1918 season was signifi-
cant in that it marked the last 
time Xavier and U. C. met on 
the gridiron. After having won 
four and tied one, the Saints 
were downed 12-0. 
The next big development in 
Xavier football was the signing 
of Joe Meyer as coach before 
the 1920 season. A member of 
the 1919 class at Notre Dame, 
"The Chief" was a close student 
of football under Coaches Harp-
er and Rockne. He has served 
as freshman coach at N. D. and 
had coached a , strong service 
eleven in Chicago. He proceed-
ed to make good on the Park-
The game has either been long Dixon, a Marquette man, served 
d 0 th h way. campus. drawn out by some unforeseen as hea coach. er coac es 
circumstance or communications were Mitchell, Sebastini, and After losing the first game of 
between the St a r Baseball Pringel and Miner, who intro- the 1920 season to Miami, 31-0, 
Grounds and Cincinnati have duced the Minnesota shift into Meyer. brought the boys back to 
broken down. The result has the Xavier attack. win 7 straight, rolling up 299 
not Yet been received. The f 11 . three points to their opponents seven. 0 owmg years Davis Stars 
By the turn. of the century, passed with no team represent-
St. Xavier had become a power ing Xavier in organized football The following years saw Herb 
in local circles and, in 1901, the but in 1916 the Saints returned Davis build himself a reputa-
Saints turned in five victories in with a bang. Under the guid- tion as- Xavier's greatest 'back 
as man~ games(with high school ance of Manager Tom Gallagher up until this time. Although 
opponents) to cop the Enquirer and Captain Bill Luttmer, X he passed and kicked, Davis 
Dissatisfied with the nickname 
of "Saints", Xavier in 1925 call-
ed upon Father Finn, University 
trustee and famous author, to 
suggest a suitable nickname: 
Father Finn replie'd by suggest-
ing that Xavier teams be known 
as the Musketeers and that an 
organization, "The Musketeer 
(Continued on page 15) 
CONGRATULATIONS 




We trust that we may have the 
pleasure of entertaining many fu-
ture Xavier classes, in our four 
fine restaurants, as successfully 
as we have entertained, and con-
tinue to entertain, the classes that 
have graduated. 
NETHERLAND PLAZA 
MAX SCHULMAN, General Manager 
interscholastic crown. completed an undefeated season, ranked best. as a runner, and 
Play Kentucky recording wins over O. M. I., U. he excelled m a broken field. !!:::==========================• 
The high schools were a little C. Freshies, Ky. M. I., Alumni, 
dubious concetning further rela- and two over Wilmington Col-
tions with the college, and the lege. 
Saints were forced into. college In · 1917 with Gallagher again 
circles the next year. Sparked serving as coach the Saints won 
by Mark Mitchell, they com- four, lost two, and tied two. 
piled a record-of 3 wins, 2 ties This schedule heralded the first 
anl a "moral victory" loss to the appearance of a service team on 
University of Kentucky, 5-0. It a Xavier gridiron. Two games 
might be well to note that even were played with the boys from 
at this early date there was agi- Ft. Thomas - one ending in a 
tation on the part of- Xavier 6-6 tie, and the other resulting 
backers for a game with U. C., in a 9-0 win for the soldiers. · 
but the Bearcat~ demurred. In the 1917 season, St. Xavier 
However, the Saints' followers was determined to enter 'big 
were quite elated when x. held time' football. A local paper 
the "Stumps", an aggregation of described it as follows: 
former college players, to a "With the dawn of 1918, old. 
scoreless tie, for the same St.. Xavier will enter upon a 
Stumps had defeated U. C., 23-0. new era of ·athletics. The Blue 
During the interim from 1902 and White has been in the back-
·-
1840 Good Luck Xavier 1941 
Our most hearty congratulations to the Jesuit 
Fathers, on the Close of their First Century · 
of Service in Cincinnati. 
May you enjoy many more ye,ars of Continued Success. 
SAM SAYl.N, INC. 
Everything in Jewelry 




The entire nation presents 
a solid front in defense of 
the ideals of democracy. 
The great force in that de-
fense is electricity! 
The abundance of power-
in rea4iness because of the 
forethought of the entire 
electrical industry · - has 
m a d e po~sible today's 
great production of ships 
and planes and guns. 
More than that! Electric-
ity - plenty of it at rea-
sonable rates - has de-
fended our standard of liv-
ing. . Nowhere else in the 
world has life become so 
smooth and easy; no one 
else has had as much con-
venience and comfort. All 
because we ha v e had 
cheap, plentiful electric 
power. 
And when the world 
awakens from its night-
mare - when all our fa-
cilities can again be direct-
ed to our normal standard. 
of living ~ we will have 
even more. We will en-
joy more. 
Because we have more 
electricity! 
THE CINCINNATI 






As an indication that Xavier 
football isn't the only element 
that has undergone a change in 
th last forty years, we present 
an account of the Xavier-Walnut 
Hills High game of 1901, as it 
appeared in the Cincinnati En-
quirer. 
"Btween wildly waving mass-
es of the yellow and white of 
Walnut Hills on the west side of 
the Norwood Inn gridiron and 
the blue and white of St. Xavier 
on the east, 22 muscular youths 
of these two institutions clashed 
and surged backward and. for-
ward Thursday afternoon in a 
heart-breaking contest for foot-
ball supremacy and inter-schol-
astic honors. 
"Never before has interest 
been so intense in the contests. 
Each unbeaten by the other, the 
rivals were trained to the min-
ute for the contest which was 
to make one or the other the 
football champion of t.he year. 
"Over 2000 tickets had been 
. sold before Thursday noon, and 
bgeinning at 2 o'clock a con-
stant stream of humanity passed 
through the gates. 
A Society Aflair 
"It was society's day. A half 
dozen tallyho parties, with 
horns tooting and colors waving 
from canes and parasols, drove 
through the big gates and lined 
up on the field. Sisters and 
sweethearts blushed proudly and 
screamed wildly when their par-
ticular stars displayed their 
prowess. 
"Rooters for both sides were 
out in force. From the blue 
mass in the east came St. Xav-
ier's favorite yell: 
'We can, we can, we know we 
can, 
We know we can, we must. 
We know we can beat Walnut 
Hills, 
Beat Walnut Hills, or bust. ' 
And again: 
'Hippety hop, hippety hop, 
When we get started we never 
stop. 
Tin cans and tom-toms, row-
dy dow, 
St. Xavier's College, bow wow 
wow.' 
"Back from ·the bank of yel-
low on the west retorted the 
Walnut Hills rooters in a mighty 
chorus: _ 
'One a zippa, two a zippa, 
Three a zippa, ·tan. 
We play football and don't 
give a--. 
Hobble gabble, razzle dazzle, 
zip! boom! bah! 
Walnut Hills High School, 
rah! rah! rah! 
Shule a rack, a rack a shule, 
Shule a rack a shule 
Who rule, We rule, 
Walnut Hills High School.' 
"The telegraph poles around 
thegrounds were· thronged with 
boy<; as thick a& blackbirds. On 
the sideline{, 50 girls pressed 
close to the field during the first 
half, yelling like little fiends 
and waving banners." · 
The account then continues in 
more subdued tones to give an 
accoµnt of the ·game which the 
S!lints won, 12-6, when it was 
cpl.led because of darkness after 
eight minutes of the second half. 
The win_ gave St. :;Kavier the 
po11session of tne Enquirer in-
terscholastic trophy, 
'l'he story has as its lead an 
item of moment: H;JM:inor of St. 
Xavier, ·made the first touch-
down at 3: 40 o'clock, toward the 
close of the ftrst half." 
The old , game certainly has 
tamed down, tiasn't it? 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS, SATURDAY, NOV. 29, 1941 
Mahley & Carew 
MAB°LEY'S A'RE PLEASED TO ANNOU't'4CE THAT 
• 
''CHET'' MUTRYN 
Star Halfbai:h at Xavier v. 
IS NOW ASSOCIATED WITH OUR COLLEGE SHOP 
We know that all the friends and well-wishers of Chet 
Mutryn will be glad to learn that he has now joined the 
selling staff of Mabley's College Shop. Chet will be in 
the College Shop every Saturday that he. does not play 
football. Chet will be pleased to have his classmates at 
Xavier and his friends in Cincinnati come in and let him 
show them the new things we ha.ve in Mabley's College 
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• 
A Human Institution 
Serving Human Needs 
••• • ••• • •• • • • 
. • ;'~ 
. /~ : . :_.{ . 
,.. . 
The Western and Southern 
/ . 
Life Insurance Colllp~ny 
C. F. Williams, President · Cincinn·ati 
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MUSl(IES RUN 
OVER . FLYERS, 
WILD 
27-0 
Sellout Crowd Sees 
Blue At Its. Peak 
,----
BY AL MACK 
One of the most sensational 
performances ever put on by a 
Xavier football squad in the long 
history of its intense rivalry 
with Dayton University's Flyers, 
most adequately describes the 
1941 meeting of the two elevens 
some Sundays ago. 
Before an overflow throng of 
better than 14,000 astonished 
customers, and . playing their 
hearts out in a snow-flurried at-
mosphere, the inspired Big Blue 
grounded the Flyers' attack and 
marched over, through, and 
around the Gem City lads for a 
quartet of touchdowns to chalk 
up a decisive 27-0 triumph. 
Yes, the Musketeers figura-
tively shot off the Flyers' proud 
wings. The 1941 Boys of Bau-
jan who had established an im-
pressive record of six wins in 
seven clashes, being beaten on-
ly by mighty Tennessee 26 to 0, 
were simply outclassed by _Clem 
Crowe's 1941 pigskin products. 
Xavier outgained Dayton in 
total yards by the lopsided edge 
of 401 to 122. Merely taking in-
to consideration the total yards 
gained by rushing, Xavier again 
rolled up an enormous advan-
tage of 185 to 45! The statistics 
and score showed the victory to 
be the most thorough trouncing 
administered by a Muskie elev-
en to the Flyers since the aggre-
gation of 1922 which whipped 
Dayton 48 to 13. The important 
win also gave Xaver an edge in 
the Dayton series, nine games to 
eight - one contest ending in a 
tie. 
Every Muskie Stars 
To name one star in the Mus-
kie ranks for his brilliant show-
ing in the drubbing of Daytqn 
would be impossible. For the 
linemen, both strings and then 
some, and the backs, every last 
one of them, all played their 
greatest game of the season thus 
far. 
Charles "Red" Lavelle de-
serves the honor of being the 
first to receive a bouquet of 
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quarterback from Cleveland :: § 
made amends for a certain boner :: E: 
in signal calling at Dayton last§ . Congrotulot1"ons = 
year, by maneuvering the "X" § E 
offense so effectively as to de- = E 
serve credit for one of the great- § x A v I E R E 
est jobs of quarter backing ever § E 
witnessed at Xavier Stadium. E: E 
His selection of plays couldn't :: E 
have been more timely. · § E: - -
Himmler-Pile Driver :: LOU BAU ER, I NC E 
Then there was R o b e r t ~ • E 
"Moose" Himmler who made :: :: 
two spine-tingling goal-line gal- =: 6 f Q R 0 S 8 § 
lops of 30 and 33. yards to top § E: 
the Muskie scoring attack. The =: E 
Bellevue, Ky., senior is a human :: Sixth and Broadway Cincinnati, Ohio :: 
pile driver and was in the Day- § :: 
ton secondary on offense all af- :: E 
tern o on. . 5Ill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 r. 
Ohio's leading scorer added ---------------------------~ 
his twelfth six-pointei:i but was 
even -more outstanding on de-
fense. Mr. Mutryu was a superb 
ball hawk. as he intercepted 
three Dayton aerials causing the 
Flyers' passing game to backfire 
on these occasions. The "Cleve-
land Express" lived up to pre-
game expectations when he kick-
ed, passed, and ran like a thor-
oughbred to maintain his repu-
tation as one of the nation's out-
standing backs. G i 1 m a r t i n, 
Brown, Goodrt;!au, McClure, Hel-
mers and the other backfield 
members of the Blue Battalion 
made Dayton wish they had 
never heard of Xavier. 
Line Looks Terrific 
Clem Crowe couldn't have· • 
asked for more from his forward 
wall. There were seven alert, 
hard charging heads-up Muske-
teers playing on the line every 
second of the fray. Ends Ravens-
berg and Donadio, tackles Arata, 
Mergenthall, Thoma, and Burke, 
guards Washer, Marino, and 
Hayes, and centers Whalen and 
Vickertosky had to be more 
than good to stop those stellar 
Dayton backs, Knisley, Mouch, 
Castignola, Quinn, et cetera. The 
closest a Gem City gridder came 
to the Blue goal line during the 
entire encounter was in the first 
period when Dayton reached the 
Xavier 27. 
Dressing Room In A Bedlam! 
The Musketeer mentor was so 
pleased with the stirring efforts 
of his Blue and White warriors 
that he gave them a two day 
layoff from practice. After the 
game the Dayton locker room 
was little different than a 
morgue. Coach Baujan was sim-
ply stunned. On the other hand, 
the Xavier dressing room found 
Musketeers ye 11 fn g joyously, 
some even striking up a rendi-
tion of old "Xavier for Aye." 
'l.'he place was in a bedlam. 
Double-Purpose 
Finger-tip Length 
If there ever was a game that 
Xavier wanted to win, it was 
against Dayton this fall. Gentle-
men, hats off to a plucky bunch 
CAMPUS COAT 
of Musketeers who wouldn't be 
denied. Once more, the final 
score read: XAVIER 27, DAY-
TON O! 
ARMY HOLDS CADET 
EXAMS AT XAVIER 
Approximately sixty applicants 
for the Army Flying Cadet 
Courses assembled in Room 47, 
on November 12, 13, and 14, to 
take the required educational 
examinations, Lieut. Col. Clinton 
S. Berrien, P. M. S. & T., report-
ed fast week. The military de-
partment conducted the tests in 
English, mathematics, history, 
sciences, and modern languages. 
The applicants were young 
men from Kentucky, Southern 
Ohio, and Eastern Indiana who 
had not obtained the two years 
college credits demanded by the 
Flying Cadet Board. The papers 
will be graded by the War De-
partment, Col. Berrien stated. 
Specially 
Priced ......... . 19~50 
It's a Campus Favorite - this finger-tip length 
coat. It's reversible ... Camel hair and wool 
on one side and rainproofed gabardine on the 
other side. Made with zipper fly-front, slash .. 
pockets, set-in sleeves and stitched bottom. 
Natural camel tan. 
Dunlap Clothes Shop 
BOMEOFBARTSCHAFFNER&MARXCLOTHES 
- .. - .!' ,_ 
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Campus Musclemen Battle To his right end and sank his fangs I I ~to a. 6-point turkey, after pick- 1 mg his way through the mang- -M Notes 
led remains of the tavern line-
up which McErlane, Hiltz and _T_h._e_I ___ M_B_o_,.l'_g_L ____ _.._.·n 
Co. left in his path. To avoid w m eague Wl 
mak' th t 1 k b cl, ·open before Xmas. Entry blanks 
6 - 6 Stalemate On Gridiron 
Mighty Tavern 
Team Rolls On 
By LELAND SCHNEIDER 
Under a clouded, Armistice 
·Day sky, in the Xavier Stadium, 
a deceptive Mermaid Tavern 
Eleven, paced by the brilliant 
passing of one of its recently in-
ducted penmen, Gil Gordon, co-
captain and fullback, held a 
heavier, underrated News Team 
to a six-all tie. 
In Media 
Since there seems to be two 
schools of opinion concerning 
the Tavern-News game, we 
here present two ostensibly 
unbiased accounts · of the 
game by representatives of 
both teams. If you !ind it 
hard to distinguish fact from 
fiction, and truth from error, 
please excuse the writers. 
They are still somewhat 
punchy from the brutal en-
counter. 
The Tavern steamroller drew '---------------· 
the first blood in the early· part --------------
of the third quarter when Gor-
don flipped a marvelous pass to 
right halfback Jack Boy"ce from 
the twenty-yard stripe to the 
end zone. "A fateful · gust of 
wind forced Gordon's accurate 
dropkick sightly wide of the 
goal posts to lose the extra 
point. 
Daniel, and guards Russ Clark 
and Bob Sommer. This weighty 
but fast combination led by 
Thomas B e e chem, accurate 
snapper-backer, held back the 
Crimson Backwash of the News 
and blitzed through the oppos-
ing line with devastating effect 
on News morale and tactics. 
Ball All Wet Tavern reserves . were ·strong 
Capitalizing on the fumble of with Larry Splain and Jim 
a wet ball passed from center Centner, both triple threat po-
tentialities on the sidelines. on the fourth down on the part Neither saw action in the con-
of the Tavern gridders, the News 
team recovered on the Tavern test. 
ten yard line with but three Fighting desperately with 
minutes remaining in the game. their backs to .the walls, the 
Frank · Gorman snuck around News backfield, B e c km a n, 
right end for the touchdown Muething, Lantz, and Gorman, 
but later muffed an erratically showed occasional flashes of tal-
hurled pass leaving the teams ent, but was somewhat over-
deadlocked as far as scoring was shadowed by the coordinate 
concerned. teamwork of the musing writers, 
living up to forecasts.· Beyond 
The game from the start was 
all Tavern's. Bob Kaske at doubt the reason for the com-
t b k 
· d L S h 'd paratively slowfootedness of the quar er ac an ee c ne1 er 
at left half completed a shifty, Scoopers can be explained by 
the excessive. average weight, 
spirited backfield that must re:.. 
ceive credit for some fancy bro- 197 pounds per man at game-
time, sportswriters' estimate. 
ken field running. Williams, 
Dierker and Seidenfaden proved Sellout Crowd 
to be all-American ends. They Since the loser of the thrilling 
were down under every pass fracas was expected to roll the 
flung in their direction and down sward of Corcoran Stadium af-
the field with every punt from ter the smoke had cleared, the 
the educated toe of the play- tie was really not an upset. A 
puller-out-of-the-bag, Gil Gor- crowd of nine spectators, in-
don. Twice Seidenfaden scored eluding six offici~ls, jammed the 
on long passes only to have the ampitheater to witness the 
plays penalized under the eagle event. They were on their feet 
eyes of referee Bonnie Washer throughout the game and by 
and head linesman, Mr. Farrell, their applause showed a desire 
S. J., unbiased faculty modera- for ·a renewal of the friendly 
tor of the News. rivalry in years to come. 
Stone Heads 
Due credit for the showing of 
the Taverners must be given the 
pillars of granite on the line, 
tackles Jim Rentrop and Sam 
Ninety-four high schools are 
represented by freshmen at-





'If It Swims I Have It' 
News Victor; 
Score Tied 
mg e aver~ers 00 ~ have been placed on the foun-
the News threw its extra pomt tain near the bulletin board and 
away, and shortly after, t?e in the bowling alleys or may be 
game ended, much to the relief obtained from a member of the 
of the poor tave;ners who had I-M board. The blanks must 
spent. a grueUmg afternoon be returned by Thursday, Dec. 
By NEAL FAESSLER stoppmg the News power-house: 4 Blanks should be filled out 
Armistice Day is a day ded- and chasii:ig · "Boomer" Beck- c~mpletely in order to make the 
icated to the cessation of hostil- man's t~rrific punts. schedule out correctly. · Teams. 
ities, but someone forgot to tell . ~c~t~le Of Sys~ems : are limited to 7 men. 
the News Staff and the Mermaid It is aifficult to pick out any Entries for the I-M basketball 
Tavern about this. The result ~ndividual stars in the game,. for League will be accepted after 
was that these gridiron giants it was reall; a battle of systems. next Monday by any member of 
engaged in a titanic struggle The taverns ~ystem hardly de~ the I-M Board. Entry fees (lOc 
for supremacy on that day. serves mention. The News per man) must accompany the 
Although the outcome of the was unique. It featured elev- entries. Teams will be limited 
game was a 6-6 deadlock, the en quarterbacks, each of whom to eight men~bers. All entries 
progress of play proved beyond called his own play and carried and fees must be in by Tuesday, 
the s!ladow of a doubt that the it out. This was super-decep- Dec. 9. 
News ·iii the team to· watch next tion; it was baffling! ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;jj 
The statistics of the game are 
year (our trouble was that the interesting: the News gained ap-
referee was watching us this proximatey 9000 yards from 
year)· scrimmage to 5 feet for the tav-
MESSMANN· 
WENS TR UP Before a cheering crowd of ern; made 87 first downs to 2 
six people and one tavern fan, for the tavern (one on a penal-
the News juggernaut rolled to . TAii.ORS 
't fir t t' ( l) ty, averaged 101 yards on punts 
1 ~ s consecu ive • mora to 5 yards for the tavern; and 
v~c~ory of an undefeate.d season,, piled up a total of 693 yards on 
g1vmg the tavern a third-q~ar- punt returns to 11 inches for the 
ter touchdown out of pure kmd- tavern 
409.410 Southern Ohio 
Bank Building 
519 MAIN STREET 
Cincinnati, o. ness and then roaring back to Not~· These statistics were tie the score in the final period compil~d with the .help of Mr. 
to show the tavern how easily Farrell. 
we could have won. ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;::;;;::;;;::;;;::;;;::;;;;;;::;;;;;;;::;:;;;:;;;;;::~ 
Drools and Horses-Necks 
The tavern 16.cked off prompt~ 
ly at 1:27.3 p. m. The News 
ran the kick back to midfield 
and from there began their re-
lentless march in a manner rem-
iniscent of Rockne's immortals. 
With the Seven Drools (McEr-
lane, Steuve, Schenking, · Mc-
Carthy, Hiltz, Gantner and Gor-
man) tearing huge holes in __ the 
opposing line, and the Four 
Horses-Necks (Beckman, Lantz, 
Faessler, and Muething) ripping 
through them, it was just a 
question of time until the game 
would be over. 
The scoreless first period was 
featured by a dazzling run of 25 
yards and 5 inches by Faessler, 
the run being good for 25 yards 
laterally and 5 inches forward. 
Muething's peerless passing and 
the stellar defensive work of 
Lantz and McCarthy w e r e 
standouts. 
In the second quarter, also 
scoreless, the teams began to 
open up their bags of tricks 
(from the length of time spent 
in the huddle, it seems that the 
bags were hard to open). 
Just Playin' Around 
In the third frame, the News 
team, which toyed with its op-
ponents throughout, like a cat 
with a mouse, allowed the Tav-
ern to score on a long pass to 
"Buster" Boyce after the tavern 
had worked the ball into News 
territory by a series of purely 
lucky passes (they're good at 
that). 
Then, in the final stanza, with 
the game dragging along to its 
bloody conclusion, the News 
struck with the devastating fu},'y 
of an old maid at a Hollywood 
stag party. ·A bewildering bar-
rage of passes, with Steenken 
and Gorman pitching and "Kill-
er" Muething catching, put the 
taverners in punchy-land on 
their own ten; and from there, 
"Flash." Gorman zipped around 




Dry Cleaning Service 
1621 Daaa • MEirose 2200 
Cineinnati 
FOR XAVIER STUDENTS ... The Athletic Department 
Open daily 10 a. m. to 10 p. m. Use of all facili-
ities; athletic basket; pool, handball courts, track, 
gymnasium, boxing, participation in all classes. 
$10. year - $6.00 six months, 
FOR XAVIER GRADS .. The Business Men's Department 
Limited, 350 members; private lockers, 
lounge, bedroom 101.~nge, masseur, sun 





$20. year membership only. 
FOR THE JUNIORS ... The Junior Department 
Open Tuesdays and Thursdays 3 to 6 p. m. and 
.Saturday mornings 9:00 to 12:30 p. m. Classes, 
full use of pool, gymnasium, handball courts, 
track, boxing ring, etc. 
~ $5.00 year; $3.00 six months. 
EASY PAYMENT· PLAN FOR MEMBERSHIP: 
Three months to pay with 1/3 as down deposit. 
Write today for literature, courtesy passes 
and application blanks. 
Rt. Rev. Mons. R. Marcellus Wagner, Director 
Joseph Link, ~r., Director of Activities 
Irvin F. Beumer, Asst. Director of Activities 
Edward Sc~ultz, Director of Athletics 
Edward Kluska, Asst. Athletic Director 
Harold R. LeBlond, Chairman, Athletic Board. 
''Cincinnati's distinctive 
d01Wnt01wn Athletic club"· 
THE 
FENWICK· 
435 Commercial Square, 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
CHerry 1960 . 
. I 
_J 
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(Continued on page 10) Leo Sack who, on a quarterback 
Legion of Honor," pay tribute sneak, dove under the legs of 
to those men who have disting- the Indiana U. center for the 
uished themselves on varsity only score of the game. 
football teams. The organiza- John Wiethe was probably 
tion was formed and made up of the greatest Musketeer gridder 
the outstanding athletes of the of all times. In his junior year 
preceding quarter-century. Its Socko stepped out and won a 
constitution states that "the_ re- place on the All-Ohio first team 
cipient of this honor must be an as a guard and also on the Car-
outstanding man in football negie all-opponent team. "With 
achievement, must be loyal to his usual loyalty Captain Wiethe 
the university and the team, willingly switched to tackle in 
must have courage and charac- his senior year to plug up a gap, 
ter." So it has been. and in that position he attained 
cago. 
Clem Crowe was made head 
coach and athletic director in 
1936.· Previous to that he had 
assisted Joe Meyers as football 
coach and had acted as head 
basketball coach himself. It w_as 
in 1937 that the papers along 
with the general public first re-
cognized Crowe as being a great 
strategist. 
'38 Team Comes Close 
Musketeer Legion of Honor-
Ledyard Mitchell, 1900 
Joseph D. O'Meara, 1901 
Dr. Ancel C. Minor, 1902 
Mark Mitchell, 1903 
John Ryan, 1907 
Camilus Feltman, 1909 
John C. Thompson, 1910 
Mathias Roll, 1911 
Clayton B. Keifer, 1913 
Carl Braun, 1914 . 
John H. Frey, 1916 
Michael A. Hellenthal, 1919 
Joseph A. King, 1920 
James J. Cushing, 1921 
Herbert A. Davis, 1922 
Richard R. Marnell, 1922 
Walter Bartlett, 1923 
Wm. G. Knecht, 1924 
Herbert L. Rapp, 1925 
Marcellus Schmidt, 1926 
Paul Beatty, 1926 
Joseph Kelly, 1926 
Matthew Allgeier, 1927 
Edward Burns, 1927 
Otto Wenzel, 1927 
Daniel J. Tehan, 1927 
Wm. Maloney, 1928 
Frank L. McDevitt, 1930 
Paul Beckwith, 1931 
Harold T. McPhail, 1932 
John Wiethe, 1933 
Coleman Willging, 1933 
Thomas J. Schmidt, 1934 . 
Leo R. Sack, 1935 . 
Joseph R. Kruse, 1936 
H. Frederick Nebel, 1937 
Albert B. Howe, 1938 
John Lucas, 1941 In the same year, 1925, Paul greater heights. ·He was chos-
Beatty became the first. Xavier en first string tackle on the All-
man named to an All-Ohio Ohio , selection, on the Loyola 
team, and the following year he all-opponent eleven and on the 
repeated. This was perhaps Carnegie team again. On the 
Xavie;r's greatest year in. foot- latter squad he was selected 
ball. Rolling up 348 points to unanimously by the coaches and 
their opponents 64, the Muske- players and named captain. 
teers won nine straight before On this team he was chosen 
falling before a great Haskell over such players as "Moose" 
team, 27-0. Beatty personally Krause of Notre Dame and Ed 
scored 1 9 touchdowns (six Fehring of Purdue, All-Ameri-
against Toledo) and. ranked as can tackles, who were relegated 
the third highest scorer in the to the second squad. 
The 1938 Musketeers probably 
came the closest of any modern 
Xavier team to having an unde-
feated season, winning 7 - los-
ing 2. They started the season 
off with a loss to South Caro-
lina, or more correctly stated, to 
South Carolina's great punter, 
who booted the ball some 65 
yards through the · air on every 
1 
kick. The following week a su- '------------------_;_---------= 
perior Musketeer squad lost to ff,E::::====:::=:=:::::i:::::====:::::=::::::=::::====:~::::::=::::::=::::=~::=:=:::::====:~::::::=:::::=::::=::::=::::::=:::::=::::=~"~ 
an Ohio University team, 14-
nation. Not satisfied with his collegi-
Score 22 Times ate record, he went on to play 
Th 1927 t' d professional football, until, in e aggr~ga 10~ score the season of 1940 he reached 
the greatest total m a smgle en- th •th f h' f tb ll 
counter of all Xavier teams : zem 0 . is 00 a career, 
h th d d L C 11 g bemg proclanned an All-League w en ey owne ee o e e . . . 
132 0 d th' t 1 d th guard while playmg with the - ' an is earn P ace e Detroit Lions. 
greatest number of Musketeers C 1 W'l · tall on any single ·All-Ohio team. 0 eman 1 gmg was a 
12. The Muskies then continued 
on through the season winning 
the next seven games in ·a row, 
and defeating the University of 
Kentucky eleven, 26 to 6. It was 
in this year that Xavier had 
such men as Schmerge and 
Sheetz at guards; Carroll and 
Howe at tackles; Slattery and 
Schwetschenau at ends, and "All 
Ohio" John Lucas at center. 
The Muskies moved through 
the 1939 and 1940 season with 
varying success, being able to 
knock off a favored Ohio Bobcat 
team in both years, only to be 
put out of the football picture 
by Kentucky. But it was in 1940 




434 Vine St. Cincinnati, Ohio 
• 
Matt Al eier "The F 1 in g rangy lad who played the other 
g" ' Y tackle. He also was chosen on 
Dutchman, an~ Ed Burns team.,. the AU-Ohio team as well as on 
finest looking freshman squad in ~::::====::::=:::::=:==:::::==:::=====:~::=:=:s==:::::=====:~:=:=;:::::::==:::::::::::::::~:=:=;:::::::::;=:z 
her whole history of football. 
ed up as runnmg mates at the . , . . On The Crest 
h lfb k t d F k M Carnegie s selections. His play-a ac pos s, an ran c- . X · · 'd' th 
D 'tt d D T h 1 mg attracted favorable comment av1er is now ri mg on e ev1 an an e an a so won ·~ t h t f 1 . from almost every angle. His cres of er mos success u sea-
berths on t~e mythical team. ability was respected by friend son since 1927. She has rolled 
Tehan, who is now a local sports d f l 'k V f 1 up a total of 243 points compared official, was also named on the an oe a 1 . e. ery ew, P ~ys 
All W t t f th. were ever directed at Cole s side to 41 points fpr her opponents, 
- es ern earn ° is year. of the line. losing only to the Kentucky 
Stadium Built It was this 1933 squad of Mus- Wildcats in a game played in a 
Realizing . the necessity for keteers that Joe Meyer pro- quagmire, which saw five of her 
larger seatii:g capa~ities the claimed at the greatest team he players injured in the first quar-
present Xavier Stadmm was had ever coached. ter, including her great triple-
built at. a cost of $,300,000 and With the. closing of the 1934 threat back, "Chet" Mutryn. Her 
appropria~ely de d 1 c ate d . at season ended. Xavier's greatest last four games have uncovered 
Homecon:mg, Nov. 23, 19.29' with football rivalry. For it was in another great back in Bob 
a 12-0 victory over Den~son U. this year that Xavier played her Himmler, who is a pile-driving 
1930 saw old St. Xavier Col- last game with the ever-color- ball carrier.- quick to break 
lege change its name to Xavier ful Haskell Indians. But it through small openings in the 
University. And in the same seemed that the Musketeers defense. 
year the Musketeers smothered couldn't have a complete sched- When the final whistles blows 
Western. Reserve 52-0 on~y. to ule without having some tradi- Saturday, so will ring down the 
lose their annual Thanksg1vmg tion rivalry game. So she im- curtain of another great football 
D.ay game to a great Haskell In- mediately took on the Kentucky season at Xavier. And when the 
dian team, 33-7. Wildcats with her Johnsons and team leaves the field, fellows 
With the start of the 1931 sea- Davises; who had been rivals of like "Bonnie" Washer, Bob 
son came Hal "Bumper" Mc- years gone by,· and built up a Himmler, "Red" Lavelle, Jim 
Phail, Xavier's greatest plunging gridiron rivalry which is unsur- McMullen, and Frank Burke, 
To 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
Congratulations and Continued Success 
from 
C·LOSSON. Co. 
421 RACE STREET 
fullback. He was a· tremen- passed in football' today. will be leaving the college grid-
dous hulk of a man and when Sack Leads Muski'es . iron for the last time. '----------------------------! he smashed into the line he lit-
erally tore it to shreds. Mc- Leo Sack and Carl Joncke led :.llllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllJlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllll~ 
Phail suffered from a trick knee the Xavier tea~ of 1935 through § · § 
and a trick shoulder, which kept a most successful season, win- :: E 
him out of the traditional "Tur- ning oSiX and losing three. = . {f,I E 
key Game" with the Haskell If a great roar echoed from § E 
Indians in his senior year; "But Corcoran ·Field during the sea- S .. I • My E 
several Haskell Indian linemen sons of 1933-34-35, one could be§ Congratu atlons to = 
still tell long stories around the quite sure that ·it was Leo :: E 
historic wigwam of the great "Twinkletoes" S a c k dodging, E M X • f • d E 
full-back who battered against whirling and twisting his way:: any OYier rten S E 
their hulk in the years before." through a broken field for an- S E 
. . . .It was probably McPhail's other touchdown. Sack and = 0 c . I o· = 
injuries that kept him off the Joncke both made' the-"All Ohio" § n entenn1a ay E 
All-Ohio team. eleven in 1935. 5 E 
Musketeers Feud with Flyers Fred Nebel captained the 1937 § § 
It was back in 1929 when the team through a. luke-warm sea- S 5 
son, winning 4 - losing 5 - and 5_ _E rivalry between Xavier and 
Dayton really had its beginning, tying 1. It wasn't the team this S E 
year, but the individual. -For S - E the Flyers winning 15-0. It was - -
through the years of i930; '31, Fred became the first and only 5 J ROSEN f ELD E 
and '32 that Dayton had prob- Xavier gridder to make the := • :: 
"Little All American" eleven, as =-- 5_ ably its all-time great back, in 
the person of George Garry. He well as the "All-Ohio" eleven. § E 
ran, passed and kicked Xavier, Musketeer Is All-Star E I 0 H E 
as well as the other Flyer oppo- Fred was one of the most re- S c t ter 0 u s e § 
nents, half-crazy. . nowned linesman and most pol- = · e n TO ys = 
The won and lost records of ished gentleman ever to be grad- § · ' § 
the 1932 and 1933 seasons aren't uated from Xavier University. := :: 
worthy of these truly great Xa- For f~ur years he ranked among § 2· l (\ EAST 5th ST. E 
vier teams. For the Musketeers the first ten of his class - he 5 \:I :: 
could boast of such tackles as was lauded by players and 5 E 
John Wiethe and Coleman Wil- coaches alike for his alert, all- 5 E 
ging in 1932 and 1933. And around play, and he became the E - .S 
such backfield material as Leo first Musketeer ever to play in 5 EE 
Sack in 1933. It was· this same the "ALL-STAR" game in Chi- einllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~ 
• 




(Continued from page 9) 
yard line. Haponik was badly 
rushed by the hard charging 
Xavier line, and his hurried re-
turn punt went out on the Prov-
idence 29. 
The Muskie's diversified at-
tack struck with devastating 
power and quickness. Mutryn 
passed to fullback Helmers for 
10. Himmler smashed his way 
over left tackle to the 12. Quar-
terback Lavelle dropped back 
and flipped a pass into the wait-
ing arms of end Paul Perrine, 
and Xavier had its second touch-
down. John Donadio's kick 
from placement was good. 
Soon after Jack Hayes, who 
played a peach of a game, re-
covered a Friar fumble on the 
Providence 35. Jack McClure 
shot a flat pass to Stan Ense 
good for 11 yards, and the Mus-
keteers were rolling again. Mu-
tryn, Himmler, and Brown took 
the ball the rest of the way, 
with "Chet" going over from the 
one-yard line on a fake spinner. 
The half ended with the Mus-
kie's again ready to score. · 
The Friars came out in the 
second half and fought toe to 
toe with the Musketeers until 
late in the third period, when 
McClure started Xavier moving1 
with a 25 yard pass to Bob Heis-
ter. Heister fired a pass to 
Elmo Ravensberg good for 11 
yards and a first down on the 
Providence 5-yard line. 
Mutryn Scores 
The fourth quarter started 
with Xavier being penalized 15 
yards to the Providence 20 on a 
holding penalty. DeLuglio in-
tercepted Mutryn's pass and was 
immediately tackled on the 10. 
A Providence fumble on a rath-
er bad pass from center was re-
covered by Ravensberg on the 
Providence 4. Mutryn knifed 
his way through the center of 
the line to score the fourth 
touchdown. On a fake kick 
frame placement by Donadio, 
Lavelle passed out to · the left 
side to Ravensberg for the ex-
tra point. 
The M;uskies went 50 yards 
for their fifth and final touch-
down after Andy Stankovich's 
interception of a Friar pass 
around midfield. Mutryn pass-
ed twice to Perrine for a total 
of 15 yards. Three ground plays 
mov.ed the ball to the Provi-
dence 20. Mutryn passed to 
Ense, who lateraled to Lavelle, 
good for a first down on the 
Friar 5. Lavelle took the ball 
on a quarterback-sneak and 
went over for the touchdown. 
John Donadio came back in the 
game just long enough to kick 
the extra point, and then re-
tired from the game in fav«?t of 
Jim McMullen. 
Providence made one last des-
perate effort to score, but the 
game ended minutes later with 
the ball in the possession of the 
MuskTteers. 
One of the most pleasant sur-
prises! of the afternoon was the 
brilliant play of Bob Heister at 
quarterback, who showed he 
could come through when the 
chips were down, and the gen-
eral play of all of the Xavier 
reserves. 
Everyone Clicks 
To single out any one man for 
his exceptional play would be 
unfair to the rest of the players. 
The blocking was hard and 
deadly, and the tackling was 
bruising and timely. Xavier's 
hard charging line kept' the 
Friar backs continually bottled 
up, while time and again they 
opened up huge holes for the 
fast-moving Musketeer backs. 
Coach Clem Crowe again 
proved that he is a great strat-
egist, by making brain victori-
ous over brawn ... for certainly 
those Providence boys were big 
and tough enough, as they soon 
proved when Xavier resorted to 
straight, unvarying football. 
Starting lineups: 
Xavier Pos. 
Ravensberg L. E. 
Mergenthal L.T. 




Donadio R. E. 
R. Heister Q. B. 
Mutryn L.H. 
Himmler R.H. 













Touchdowns:- Mutryn 2, 
Himmler, Lavelle, Perrine. Pts. 
After Touchdown: - Donadio 2 




1 2 3 4 Total 
6 13 0 14 33 
0 0 0 0 0 
Too lmp~rtant 
To Forget 
The tremendous value 
of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food 
makes it an essential 
1n every student's diet. 
• 
J. H. Fielman ~ 
Dairy Co. 
2519 Vine AV. 6480 
• 
" 
The Art Dry Cleaning Co. 
De Luxe Cleaners and Dyers 





·~· •. !~· . . _,, . 
News Sportswriters Poll· 
Votes For All-Time Eleven 
Burns, Joe Kelly, Matt Allgeier, 
and Whitey Walsh trot out on 
the field to keep the Big Blue 
machine clicking in high gear. 
Good afternoon, ladles and gentlemen. 
starting lineup for the Xavier Musketeers: 
Weiskettle replaces Sanders 
The following is the at end as the Musketeer offense 
L. E. L. T. L.G. c. R. G. R. T. 
takes to the air. Dan Tehan and 
R. E. Al Howe are warming up down 
Kluska Knecht Sheetz Rapp Wiethe Willging Sanders by the bench, ready to take over 








McPhail ' "'·l · ··~.-4 
This would be the starting eleven, according to a poll conduct-
ed by the sports staff of...the News, if an all-time Musketeer eleven 
could be assembled again on Corcoran Field. These men were 
voted the most ou~tanding performers in their particular depart-
In Movies 
Xavier's gridiron victory 
over Dayton U. made the 
newsreels last week when the 
highlights of the game were 
shown in the Pathe Newsreel 
which ran at the Palace The-
atre from Nov. 14 to 20. 
Those who saw the films 
were impressed by the big-
time atmosphere of the scene. 
Only occasional snow flurries 
marred the pictures. 
ment ever to play for the Blue 
and White. If assembled today, 
with each man in his prime, it 
would be nothing less than a 
coach's dream. It would be a 
team fitted to meet the nation's 
best. With replacements, who, 
in many cases missed a starting 
assignment by one or two votes, 
the Muskie gridmen could fairly 
romp at will over its present-
day opponents. 
Hard-driving Backs 
The starting backs drive hard 
and give their best in the first 
quarter, the second period sees 
such alternate backs as Eddie 
Out our may.fl J 
at the tackle berths. Paul Sheetz 
is injured in the next play, and 
guard Jim Bolger, is ready for 
replacement duty. The team has 
been working like a giant ma-
chine all afternoon. Its backs 
are breaking loose and picking 
up their hard-blocking mates 
in the secondary. 
Charging _Linemen 
The line is charging. It is 
truly a great afternoon for the 
Musketeers. Carl Joncke, Fred 
Nebel and Russ Sweeney go in-
to the game for the all-time 
team. 
Xavier is beating Minnefoto 
by three touchdowns and there 
are but seconds remaining. The 
final whistle blows, and .the 
alarm clock rings. Time to 
wake· up, fan, you have a lot to 
do this morning before driving 
to the Xavier Stadium to see the 
1941 Musketeers who'll show 
you that they too aren't such a 
bad outfit. 
ester ie 
Out on the range 
it's uHowdy pardner, have a Chesterfield,, 
That's true Western hospitality. 
For bringing smokers together, giving 
them exactly what they want, Chesterfield's 
RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best ciga; 
rette tobacco's is right at the top. · 
There is more downright pleasure in 
,_Chesterfield's COOL MILDNESS and BETTER TASTE 
than In anything else you ever smoked. 
... ,,_~·"'t'?(}:> ... ,... Make your next pack Chesterfield 




Ltccsrr & MYERS Too.lcco Co. 
